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9.1 INTRODUCTION

The bakers yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, is arguably one of the earliest micro-
organisms to be domesticated for early biotechnological applications such as brewing
and baking.Gradually, this yeast has established itself as the primarymodel eukaryote
in the field of genetics and molecular biology. Currently, S. cerevisiae is also the most
commonly used eukaryote for bioprocess applications, owing to its flexibility in
aerobic and anaerobic modes of metabolism and its amenability to genetic manipula-
tions.With the advent of the high-throughput omics technology, it is not surprising that
S. cerevisiae served as the platform for deciphering the molecular details of chromo-
somal activity such as DNA replication and transcription as well as physiological
activity such as translation andmetabolismat a global level. Thewealth of information
on the cellular components and their structural components has greatly facilitated the
progress of yeast biotechnology and metabolic engineering. Several aspects of
S. cerevisiae fundamental metabolism have been modified and improved to meet
the endbioprocess objectives, butmore complex aspects such as expanding the rangeof
consumable substrates and the mechanism of glucose repression still remain obscure.
The primary reason impeding progress is the lack of knowledge on how the different
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cellular components, suchasgenes, proteins, andmetabolites interactwith eachother to
impart thephenotype.Thelackofdetailedknowledgeof regulationofcellularprocesses
is impeding progress inmetabolic engineering, despite rapid progress of technology in
genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics areas.

The cellular processes comprise of the transfer of mass in the metabolic pathways
and the transfer of information in the regulatory and signal transduction pathways.The
regulation of these processes as a result of environmental or genetic changes is the key
step in imparting the phenotype. The information flowcommences at thegenome level
with the DNA. For a given microbial strain, the sequence of the genome remains
unvarying. The variation that beginswith the primary step in the flowof information is
transcription, the process of making mRNA. From this step forward, the abundance
of the cellular components highly depends on the environment. For example, in the
presence of high glucose concentrations, those genes whose products are required
for rapid glucose consumption are transcribed to a greater extent. The next step in
the information pipeline is the translation of mRNA into proteins. Proteins are the
structural as well as functional entities, carrying out all the cellular functions such as
adaptation, regulation, and even catalysis. The transfer of mass from the substrate to
theproduct occursdependingon theprotein availability and, therefore, proteins are the
link between the information transfer and mass transfer. A simplified schematic of
these two cellular pipelines is depicted in Figure 9-1.

Until the late twentieth century, the focus of most traditional enquiries was limited
to in-depth analysis of only a small number of cellular components (usually genes,
proteins, or signaling pathways) in relative isolation from the remaining system.
Although this reductionist approach has been extremely useful in providing detailed
description of the individual cellular components, it is to be noted that these com-
ponents do not function in isolation in the system. Therefore, their biological role has
to be elucidated in the context of the remaining components in the system. This line of
thinking is the inspiration for modern systems biology, and will be the main focus
of this chapter. This chapter begins with a historical perspective of the research that
led to the current notion of systems biology and the experimental and computational
tools available. The chapter focuses on the development and applications of systems
biology in the context of S. cerevisiae.

9.2 INTEGRATIVE PHYSIOLOGY AS THE BIRTH
OF SYSTEMS BIOLOGY

Although systems biology has entered the popular lexicon only after the millennium,
the idea is not new. The natural confluence of systems science with biology and the
representation of biological entities as systems were described as early as 1929 [18]
in Walter Cannon’s homeostasis theory that described the human body as dynamic
control system. In 1963, Jacob and Monod followed this line by implementing the
concept of control theory to the operation and regulation of the lac operon [109].
Subsequently, the concept of a holistic ‘‘systems approach‚”wasdeveloped, and itwas
in 1968 that the term ‘‘systems biology‚”was first used byMesarovic [107] to indicate
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the application of the techniques of systems scientists (whowere conventional control
engineers, physicists, and mathematicians) to experimental biology. This was one of
the early invitations for biologists to study vital biological phenomenon from a sys-
tems perspective. Development continued into the 1970s when researchers developed
biochemical systems theory and metabolic control theory to create simplified math-
ematical models of biological systems, enticing nonbiologists toworkwith biological
systems.This conceptwas immediately pickedup by several researcherswho reported
many exemplary applications of the control systems theory to life sciences in the
following decade. For example, in 1969, Yates pointed out the similarities in the
conventional mechanical and electrical control systems and adrenal glucocorticoid
control system in humans [178]. Goldbeter and Segel developed the kinetic theory of
enzyme action inmicroorganisms in 1977 [52]. This conceptwas further developed by
Iberall in 1977using the laws of irreversible thermodynamics to describe the hierarchy
in physiological systems. The results from this paper were subsequently used to

Figure 9-1 The transfer of information from DNA that defined the genotype to metabolic fluxes,

which quantify the phenotype. The genotype of a strain is a static entity, but the expression of

subsequent components is context dependent. The technology used to quantify the various

components in the information pipeline is depicted schematically along with the typical output.

It requires careful analysis to extract useful biological information out of the data. Integration of the

high-throughput data from these different stages of hierarchy in a context-dependent manner will

reveal the interactions between the various components, leading to a holistic understanding of how

the phenotype is linked to the genotype.
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describe several other regulatory phenomena in living systems [71]. Gradually, these
conceptswere developed todescribemodeling of the structure, control, and optimality
of metabolic networks [61].

Along with systems theory, cybernetics played a key role in drawing parallels
between the information transfer in electronic systems and biological systems.
Moreover, with the development of a formal framework for studying the design of
biological networks in terms of error correction, feedback and feedforward control
loops, and other circuit concepts, the confluence of the two fields became even more
obvious. Together with systems theory and cybernetics, another field that contributed
to early systems biology was the field of reaction engineering. The focus of reaction
engineering is on the properties of complex reaction networks while monitoring
the individual reactants. Although in classical reaction engineering it is possible to
calculate important thermodynamic and kinetic parameters, the description of bio-
logical systems is far from such quantification. As the application of the concepts
of control systems and reaction engineering in biology gained popularity, there was
also a simultaneous progress in the development of experimental techniques and
high-throughputmethods, particularly the ability to sequence complete genomes. The
availability of complete genome sequences provides abundance of information,
but without any rules pertaining to how the cell processes the genomic information.
In addition, the RNA microarray-based expression technology expedited the pro-
gress in understanding the transfer of information from the genome to proteins. The
paradigm shift in the approach to study biological systems from a reductionist
approach to an integrative approach provides a new meaning to the integrative
approaches developed thus far and has given birth to the modern meaning of systems
biology. Systems biology, in a very general way, can be defined as the integration of
genomic, proteomic, transcriptomic, and metabolomic data using computational
methods for a holistic understanding of systemic functions. In the context ofmetabolic
engineering, this definition can be interpreted as the unification of information from
the flowofmass and energy (inmetabolic pathways) and the flow of information from
the DNA (transcriptional regulatory pathways and signal transduction pathways).
Understanding how the flowof information and the flowofmass occur in tandem is the
fundamental tenet of systems biology.

9.3 SYSTEMS BIOLOGY AS AN ENGINEERING DISCIPLINE

Weare currently at a crossroads in proceedingwith the study of biology. The paradigm
shift in the study of biology from a descriptive science to a well-defined quantitative
discipline reflects the need to incorporate the theories and principles developed in
other disciplines, particularly engineering sciences. The Human Genome Project
validated the discovery-driven approach to systems biology for augmentation of the
previous purely hypothesis-driven paradigm. With the completion of the human
genome and the genomes of various other species, we are now introduced to a number
of genes we have never even known existed before. At the same time we are also
troubled with the disturbingly finite size of this gene list, and we quickly learned that
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the diversity of the genes could not approximate the diversity of functions within an
organism. The key to this discrepancy is in the combinatorial use of the gene products
to impart the diversity. This section will bring out the engineering concepts that are
highly applicable in the progress of systems biology.

Systems are central to engineering. The traditional concepts of analysis, synthesis,
and design that form the core of the engineering discipline are unified in the systems
approach, as shown in Figure 9-2. The system is first decomposed into well-defined
subsystems and each subsystem is analyzed for its components and functionality.
This defines the analysis component, represented by the left arm in the figure. The
knowledge gleaned from the components of the subsystems is assembled into larger
and larger subsystems, until the complete system is synthesized. The methodology
described here is also known as the bottom-up approach. As applied to biological
systems, all the information of individual genes, proteins, metabolites, and so on is
gathered, followed by assembling these components in the context of the observed
phenotype.Therefore, each levelof information processing shown inFigure 9-1 serves
as one subsystem. Such a model designed by the bottom-up approach should be
capable of describing exactly how the cell functions in response to a certain genetic or
environmental alteration. Other less commonly used approach in systems analysis are

Identification of
subsystems 

Functionality of
the components in

the subsystem  

Functional
understanding of
the subsystem  

Integration of
the subsystems 

System validation and
performance testing 
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Holistic
knowledge 

Figure 9-2 One iteration in the cycle of analysis and synthesis using the bottom-up approach to

systems biology. As in other disciplines, the system is first defined, followed by the identification of

subsystems it comprises of. The components that make up the subsystem are studied in detail for

their functionality to understand their role in the context of the whole system. The knowledge from

these components is assembled to synthesize bigger subsystems until the complete system is put

together and functionally evaluated. This approach reflects the implementation of the classic

engineering principles of analysis and synthesis in the context of biological systems.
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the top–down approach where the rules are defined for all the individual components
identified by the analysis, allowing them to freely interact with each other.

There are three fundamental concepts that an engineer uses to understand a
system: emergence, robustness, and modularity. An inherent property of complex
systems is that they are larger than the sum of their individual parts, a property known
as ‘‘emergent property.‚” The properties of a cell cannot be deduced based on the
properties of DNA, RNA, or proteins. It takes a holistic understanding using systems
level analyses for a comprehensive understanding of these emergent properties. The
robustness of a mechanical or an electronic system is judged on its ability to maintain
its functionality despite perturbations. Similarly, a biological system maintains its
phenotypic robustness in the event of environmental and genetic perturbations and is a
strong determinant in evolution. The feedback and feedforward control loops that
comprise a biological or nonbiological system impart robustness to these systems.
The third concept central to systems is their modularity. An engineer would define
modularity as a subsystem, as shown inFigure 9-2. It is a collection of components that
perform a distinct function through interactions and has clear inputs, control process-
es, and outputs. In biology, modularity refers to a set of components that have close
interactions and share a common function. An example of a module of a subsystem in
a biological system is the respiratory chain, which is composed of several genes,
proteins, cofactors, and regulators that work together in the transport of electrons to
oxygen with concomitant energy generation. From an evolutionary perspective,
modularity contributed to robustness by restricting the change (malfunction) to the
subsystem, thereby decreasing the severity of system failure.

9.4 HIGH-THROUGHPUT EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Although the development of the systemic concepts and applying them to biology
appealed to a large community of researchers, the lack of experimental techniques to
verify the results of the analogy limited the progress of systems biology in 1980s and
1990s. The recent exponential increase in the availability of biological information
in the form of genome sequences, RNA, and protein abundance and metabolic flux
analysis to quantify physiology transformed systems biology into one of the most
exciting scientific developments. Having provided an overview of the concept of
systems biology and its evolution to the present-day notion, we devote this section to
the experimental techniques that contributed to the advancement of the field from
integrative physiology to systems biology.

9.4.1 Yeast Genome Sequencing

The main catalyst behind the rapid progress is the ability to sequence complete
genomes. Since the completion of sequencing of the genome of the first independently
living organism, Haemophilus influenzae, genome sequencing became a routine
procedure with the genomes of several microorganisms, including S. cerevisiae
becoming available. The landmark invention that triggered this explosion was the
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invention of nucleotide sequencingmethod by Frederick Sanger [140] and subsequent
automation of the process. Sequencing of the yeast genome was the offshoot of a
broad international consortium, acting upon a consensus reached in 1988 [1], that was
committed to working on a 15-year massive effort to sequence the human genome,
supported by a $3 billion funding. The recommendation of this consensus was that
the genome sequences of some other eukaryotes should be determined alongside the
human genome. The ‘‘model‚” eukaryotic genomes specifically chosen were those
of yeast (S. cerevisiae), a nematode worm (Caenorhabditis elegans), and a fruitfly
(Drosophila melanogaster). New and faster DNA sequencers were developed, fol-
lowing this initiative and sequencing individual genes became a routine process in
yeast. Another landmark result in eukaryotic sequencing was the determination of
the complete sequence of a whole chromosome (chromosome II in S. cerevisiae) in
1992 [117]. Subsequently, therewere several reports of sequencing large fragments of
the individual chromosomes in S. cerevisiae, which provided the foundation for
completion of the chromosome sequencing. Figure 9-3 shows the time line when

Figure 9-3 The time line of significant events in the sequencing of the S. cerevisiae genome. The

sequencing of the individual chromosomes paved the path for determining the complete

genome sequence. The final draft of the genome sequence was completed in 1996. This is a

collaborative effort that required several laboratories across the globe.
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the sequences of the other chromosomes became available. The availability of the
individual chromosome sequences finally led to determining the nucleotide sequence
of the first eukaryotic genome, S. cerevisiae, in 1996 [50]. Thus, the yeast genome
became thepioneer eukaryoticgenomeandyeast researchcommunitywas theprimary
beneficiary of this knowledge of the complete sequence.

A dramatic transformation of yeast research ensued that presaged similar trans-
formations in the approach to research on other model organisms, as their sequences,
became available. This transformation began with technical improvements that
accelerated research involving DNA cloning and recombinant techniques. The
same consortium that played a key role in yeast genome sequencing undertook
another major project of producing deletion mutants of every yeast open reading
frame (ORF) [48,173], which led to the development of awhole class of genome-scale
genetic methods. The estimated number of ORFs in S. cerevisiae is 6034, spread over
the16 chromosomes.Acomparativeanalysis of the completegenomeof yeastwith the
genomes of other model organisms and humans validated the conservation of
sequence and function in evolution, despite the difference in the size and number
of genes. This observation of ‘‘grand unification‚” has particularly useful ramifica-
tions in functional genomics. It became clear that a similarity in sequence is an
important factor in assuming functional similarity. Therefore, comparative genomics
permits the elucidation of a gene or protein in one organism to be applied to the same in
another ‘‘lesser‚” known organism. Since yeast is still the most tractable eukaryotic
system, much of the annotation of basic cellular functions in other eukaryotes,
including humans, have functional identity in yeast. The availability of the entire
genome sequence permits the asking of new kinds of research questions that can be
answered only when one has truly comprehensive information about an organism. As
previously mentioned, the sequence is the static entity and stable part in the organism
under all conditions. It is the interplay between flow of information from the DNA
sequence and flowofmaterial in themetabolic network that imparts the variation. The
subsequent sections will describe the high-throughput methods that have made the
quantification of this variation possible and contributed to systems biology.

9.4.2 Transcriptomics

9.4.2.1 Microarrays The genome basically defines the phenotypic space an
organism can operate within and all phenotypic changes ultimately originate at the
transcription level. The availability of genome sequences induced the development
of technologies to quantify transcriptional activity on a genome scale and to identify
the nature of information flow at the transcription level. Once the entire genome
sequence became known, it became possible, for the first time, to study expression of
all the genes at once; earlier one could study genes only a few at a time. The very idea
of what constitutes ‘‘specificity‚” has been changed by the ability to study expression
of all the genes without exception. It is now a routine procedure to simultaneously
measure the abundance of mRNA species of every ORF in the genome using two-dye
spotted arrays [141] or GeneChips [102] in an organism that respond to a specific
stimulus or stress. One of the earliest genome-wide transcription characterizations
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was to study the expression changes of all the genes in S. cerevisiae in response to
metabolic shift from growth on glucose to diauxic shift to growth on ethanol [28].
Identifying similarities in the transcriptional profile, the role of many previously
uncharacterized geneswas predicted, based on the assumption that coexpressed genes
are coregulated. Since then, there has been tremendous interest in quantifying
gene expression in response to various conditions and, consequently, the number
of publications using gene expression microarrays has exponentially increased over
the past 10 years (Fig. 9-4).

Prior to the availability of complete sequences, cDNA clones from cDNA banks
werePCRamplified and roboticallyprintedontoglass slides,whichwereused to study
gene expression [103,141]. On the other hand, in the photolithography technique,
which is popularized by Affymetrix, synthetic linkers are adhered to a glass surface
using photosensitive groups, and a lightmask is used to direct light to specific areas on
the glass to remove the exposed groups. A new mask is used to direct coupling at
other sites, and the process is repeated until the desired sequence and length of the
oligonucleotide is synthesized. Thismethod,which is very similar to the production of
computer chips, is very efficient in high-throughput generation of identical arrays.
However, the method is quite expensive in the design phase and the DNA array
generated using this method is not flexible when the new genes need to be added. A
completely newarray needs to be redesigned if new features are to be added.A slightly
modified version of this method that resolves this issue is the ink-jet printing of

Figure 9-4 The number of publications in peer-reviewed journals that contained the words/

phrases ‘‘microarray,’’ ‘‘global gene expression,’’ or ‘‘oligonucleotide array’’ in the title or in the

abstract. The exponential increase in the interest in quantifying global gene expression stems from

the availability of the genomes of the variousmodel organisms:S. cerevisiae (1996),E. coli (1997),

C. elegans (1998), Arabidopsis thaliana and Drosophila melanogaster (1999), and, finally, human

(2000). This technology has arguably revolutionized the concept of systems biology.
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60mer oligonucleotides [10,68]. This method can generate new arrays or modify
the gene content by reprogramming the synthesis of the new set of oligonucleotide
sequences. The availability of the genome sequences for several model organisms has
facilitated several researches to PCR-amplified genes (either a selected few or the
entire list of open reading frames) fromchromosomalDNAor design oligonucleotides
to develop arrays that are very specifically suited for their purpose. Transcriptional
profiling by global gene expression technology is a paradigm of the convergence
of several technologies, such as DNA sequencing and amplification, synthesis of
oligonucleotides, and fluorescence biochemistry. Transcriptional profiling is based on
the fundamental base pairing ability of the nucleotides. The conventional terminology
is to refer to robotically printed sets of PCR products or conventionally synthesized
oligonucleotides on glass slides as microarrays [30,141], whereas high-density arrays
of oligonucleotides that are synthesized in situ using photolithography are referred to
as GeneChips [101,102], although here we refer to both as microarrays. Numerous
reviews have been published that describe the methodologies and analytics behind
these methods.

For S. cerevisiae, extensive applications of microarrays have been reported, and
there are many examples of analysis of genome-wide responses to several environ-
mental and genetic perturbations. These initial transcription applications relied on
existing knowledge to confirm some of the results as a means of validating new
discoveries. For example, the application of microarrays to the classical study of
aging and cell cycle identified several previously known genes in addition to
discovering several new ones. Although the cell division cycle in yeast is known
to regulate the expression of several histone genes [63], the transcriptional changes in
the genomewere followed in synchronized yeast cells during various stages of the cell
cycle [21,147]. About 7 percent of the genome oscillated with the cell cycle, and
every chromosome contained at least one cell cycle-dependent gene. By correlating
the expression of the oscillating gene with the stage of the cell cycle, hundreds of
transcriptswere discovered that exhibited rhythmic expression trends exhibiting close
periodicity to the cell cycle. Based on the cell cycle stage, these genes were grouped
into different clusters, and analyzing the upstream sequences of genes from the same
cluster revealed binding sites for several known as well as unknown transcription
factors, indicating the involvement of additional transcription factors in regulating
gene expression during the cell cycle. Considering that a large number of human
proteins have high homology to yeast proteins, this research could have important
applications in understanding human aging.

Microarrays have been extremely useful in understanding regulation and metabo-
lism in yeast. For example, studying the transcriptional responses of S. cerevisiae
to growth limitation by carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur, or oxygen enabled the
identification of gene clusters that are involved in sensing nutrient limitation and
trigger alternate pathways to minimize stress [11,150]. The stress response induced
by nutrient limitation during steady-state growth is apparently different from that
observed in normal stationary phase cultures, and that some aspect of starvation,
possibly a component of stress response, may therefore be required for triggering
metabolic reprogramming associated with diauxic shift as demonstrated by
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transcription profiling [14,138]. Another important feature of yeast metabolism that
was characterized by microarrays is that of glucose repression. Yeast preferentially
metabolizes glucose while repressing the genes required for the uptake of several
other carbon sources. It also induces the expression of genes required for glucose
metabolism such as the glucose transporters and those in glycolysis. Although someof
the key players in this complex signal transduction cascade were known for a long
time, the true complexity involved in this process is just beginning to be gauged. The
central components in the glucose repression pathway are MIG1, a DNA-binding
transcriptional repressor, and its homologue, MIG2, a protein kinase, SNF1 and its
associated regulators such as SNF4, and a protein phosphatase, GLC7 and its
regulatory subunit REG1. The binding of MIG1 upstream of many of the genes
seems tobe themost prevalentmechanismbywhich the repressionpathwayacts. In the
presence of glucose, Mig1 is localized in the nucleus where it is dephosphorylated
and represses gene expression. Upon removing glucose, Snf1 phosphorylates Mig1
and transports it out of the nucleus, resulting in derepression of the genes sensitive
to glucose. It is believed that AMP (or even more likely the AMP:ATP or ADP:ATP
ratio) signals the phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of Mig1. Several excellent
reviews have been written detailing the state-of-the-art knowledge about this mecha-
nism [87,134,155]. The glucose induction pathway is triggered by a completely
different mechanism, which induces the HXT and HXK genes for glucose uptake and
phosphorylation, respectively. In this pathway, the key components are a transcrip-
tional repressor, RGT1, a protein complex, SCF (SCF complexes are named for their
constituent proteins: Skp1, Cdc53 and Cdc34, and an F-box-containing protein), and
membrane-bound glucose sensors, SNF3 and RGT2. Upon sensing glucose, Rgt1
binds to the glucose sensors and generates a signal that causes the SCF complex to
inactivate the Rgt1 repressor, thereby enabling glucose uptake andmetabolism. In the
absence of glucose,Rgt1 binds to theHXTpromoters and represses their transcription.
In this process, Grr1 (glucose repression resistant) plays a key role through ubiqui-
tinating the proteins involved in the signal transduction pathway. The expression of
GRR1 is independent of the carbon source and both the mRNA and protein are
constitutively expressed in S. cerevisiae in low amounts, thus supporting the role of
Grr1p being a regulatory protein [121,122].

Microarrays played a key role in elucidating the regulatory role of GRR1 in
glucose induction. Upon comparing the transcription profiles in Dgrr1 with its
isogenic control strain, we observed large transcriptional changes spread out over
different parts of the metabolism [172]. Several genes of the TCA cycle, respiration,
and oxidative phosphorylation were induced while many transporters and amino
acid biosynthetic geneswere repressed inDgrr1. SinceGrr1 has also been implicated
to play a key role in regulating glucose transport, profiling the transcriptional
response of the hexose transporters in S. cerevisiae indicated strong repression of the
low-affinity transporters (HXT1, HXT3) and one high-affinity transporter (HXT4)
while inducing another high-affinity transporter (HXT8) and HXT16, a hexose
permease. These results indicate differential regulation of even the different
high-affinity transporters.Analysis of the sequence upstreamof thesegenes revealed
the binding sites for the transcription regulators, suggesting a key role for Rgt1 in the
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repression mechanism. Similarly, upon the identification of a second homologue
forMIG1, YER028, microarray experiments revealed its glucose-dependent trans-
cription repressing nature [105]. Subsequent DNA binding assays revealed that
the binding affinities of MIG1, MIG2, and YER028 are different, although they
recognize the same binding sequence. Transcription profiling also revealed that
about 50 percent of the genes that responded to MIG1 or MIG2 were of unknown
function. High-throughput experiments such as these could help identify genes that
could serve as indicators to sense nutrient limitation and so on for inverse metabolic
engineering applications.

One such example of transcriptome-guided inversemetabolic engineeringwas that
of designing a strain with enhanced galactose uptake capability [119]. Overcoming
glucose control over galactosemetabolism has industrial interest in prompt utilization
of galactose that is present in lignocelluloses and beet molasses along with glucose.
The GAL system that contains genes responsible for the uptake of galactose is sub-
jected to dual regulation of glucose repression and galactose induction. Galactose
induces the GAL system by an ATP-dependent mechanism where the transducer
protein Gal3 interacts with Gal80 [149,177]. In forming a complex with Gal80,
Gal4 binds to the activator sequences in the GAL system, expressing the structural
genes, GAL2, GAL1, GAL7, and GAL10 [174]. These genes code for galactose per-
mease, galactokinase, galactose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase, and UDP-glucose
4-epimerase, respectively (Fig. 9-5) and are responsible for galactose uptake and its

Figure 9-5 Despite the similarity between galactose and glucose, yeast consumes galactose

almost three times slower than it can consumeglucose. The uptake andmetabolismof galactose in

the pathway is shown up to its entry in the glycolysis, where its subsequent metabolism is identical

to that of glucose.Using inversemetabolic engineering strategies and global transcription analysis,

we increased the rate of galactose consumption.
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subsequent conversion to glucose-1-phosphate in the Leloir pathway. Therefore,
deleting Gal6, Gal80, and Mig1 increased galactose uptake rate by about 40 percent
and upon comparing the transcription profile in this strain and in aGal4 overexpressed
strain with a reference strain, there was no clear reason for the enhanced galactose
uptake rates. Besides GAL4, GAL6, and GAL80, only the PGM2 transcript, encoding
themajor isoform of phosphoglucomutase, exhibited a statistically significant change
(of about 1.5 fold) and overexpressing PGM2 resulted in a 70 percent increase in
galactose uptake rate [15]. This case study presents a microarray-guided approach for
inverse metabolic engineering, where the targets for metabolic engineering are
identified by screening various strains.

Engineering the redoxmetabolism is an attractive target for metabolic engineering
applications since it plays a crucial role in determining growth efficiency and product
formation. Despite the importance of redox in metabolism, little knowledge exists
about the transcriptional changes that emulate following a redox perturbation. As a
fundamental study to identify redox-sensitive genes, a S. cerevisiae strain with co-
factor modifications in the glutamate generation pathway was compared with the
reference strain [16]. Gdh1 (encoding glutamate dehydrogenase) is one of the prin-
cipal NADPH-consuming pathways in biomass synthesis, consuming more than half
of NADPH generated. The sustenance of the Dgdh1 strain is ensured by substituting
this pathway with the glutamate synthase reaction (GS-GOGAT), encoded byGDH2,
which uses NADH as the cofactor (Fig. 9-6). Therefore, the switching of Gdh1 with
Gdh2 perturbs the redox balance without disturbing biomass generation. Not surpris-
ingly, comparing the transcript levels between the mutated strain with those in the

Figure 9-6 Engineering cofactor utilization by replacing the GDH1 gene with GDH2 in

S. cerevisiae [16].
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reference revealed that several genes responsible for the regeneration ofNADPHhave
altered expression. This study indicates a possible redox-dependent regulation among
these genes, as revealed by the gene expression analysis.

The current use and application ofmicroarray technology is tremendously valuable
to systems biology. Aftermore than 10 years of its conception, the rate-limiting step in
microarray technology is not in the technical aspects, but rather in the data handling.
Currently, only a small fraction of the data generated in a microarray experiment is
being used tomake inferences for functional testing. This significantly undermines the
potential ofmicroarrays in the ability to investigate the genomic responsewhen only a
handful of genes undergo further study. The next technological leap for microarray
technology lies not in the study of model organisms, but in the interrogation and
analyses of uncharacterized or evenmixed cell samples whose complete genomemay
not be available.

9.4.2.2 Serial Analysis of Gene Expression The genome sequences of all
eukaryotes are large and contain enormous number of genes, the functions of most of
which are yet to be elucidated. In the transcription stage of information transfer, each
ORF synthesizes widely varying number of mRNA species. Techniques based on
subtractive hybridization and differential display have been useful in identifying the
differences among transcripts. However, these methods provide only a partial picture
and may miss transcripts expressed at low levels. Oligonucleotide arrays were useful
in comparing the expression of thousands of genes in a variety of tissues, including
small cell populations, but they are limited to analyzing only previously identified
transcripts. In contrast serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE)allowsquantification
and simultaneous analysis of a largenumberof transcriptswithout theprior knowledge
of the genes [160]. The SAGE technique can be used in a variety of applications,
including analysis of the effect of drugs on tissues, identification of disease-related
genes, and elucidation of disease pathways. This method produces 9–10 base
sequences or ‘‘tags‚” that uniquely identify one mRNA species. These unique tags
are concatenated serially into long DNA sequences for high-throughput sequencing.
The frequency of each tag in the sequence quantifies the abundance of the correspond-
ing transcripts. The resulting sequence data are analyzed to identify each gene
expressed in the cell and the levels at which each gene is expressed. This information
forms a library that can be used to analyze the differences in gene expression between
cells. The frequency of each SAGE tag in the cloned multimers directly reflects the
transcript abundance. Therefore, SAGE results in an accurate picture of gene
expression at both the qualitative and the quantitative levels.

The transcriptome, as defined above, was described for the first time in
S. cerevisiae [161]. To maximize the representation of the genes involved in normal
growth and cell cycle, SAGE libraries were generated from three stages of cell cycle:
exponential phase, S-phase arrested, and G2/M phase arrested. The number of SAGE
tags required to define the yeast transcriptome depends on the desired confidence to
detect low-abundance mRNA species. Employing this method to determine the
complete set of yeast genes expressed under a given set of conditions (the transcrip-
tome), 4665 genes (approximately 75 percent of the predicted protein-coding ORFs)
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were detected, with most genes being expressed at low level. Among the highly
expressed genes were those corresponding to well-defined metabolic functions and
energy generation under the three stages [161]. Using the SAGE method, metabolic
modules that are subject to suppressed translation under normal conditions (trans-
lation on demand) were identified in S. cerevisiae [8]. This study, which investigated
the relation of transcription, translation, and protein turnover on a genome scale,
demonstrated significant posttranscriptional control of protein levels for a number of
different compartments and functional modules in eukaryotes using S. cerevisiae as a
model organism, a concept that is missed when exclusively focusing on transcript
levels.

Like other genome-wide analyses, SAGE analysis of the yeast transcriptome also
has several limitations. For example, a small number of transcripts that lack the
appropriate site for tagging could not be detected by this method. Second, there is a
basal level of frequency only above which the transcripts could be detected. Despite
these limitations, theSAGEmethod has established itself as amore accuratemethod to
quantify global and local snapshots of gene expression.

9.4.2.3 Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Genome sequencing and micro-
arrays have provided the ability to simultaneously quantify the expression of the entire
genome to study transcription. The transcription of genes highly depends on the
environment, and the level of expression of a particular gene is controlled by
transcription factors (TFs), which bind to the specific DNA sequences upstream of
the gene either inducing it or repressing it. Almost every gene in eukaryotic cell is
regulatedby several positiveandnegativeTFs that recognize the specific binding sites.
TF–DNA interaction in a living cell is a complex process with most TFs interacting
with other sequence-specific binding proteins and general transcription machinery.
These protein–protein interactions (PPI) may affect DNA binding characteristics of
the TF of interest. A comprehensive understanding of where enzymes and their
regulatory proteins interact with the genome in vivo would greatly increase our
understanding of the mechanism and logic of critical cellular events. Detailed in vitro
studies of DNA–protein interactions have provided, and will continue to provide,
useful information; it is clear that studies of TF–DNA interactions are critical to
understanding the cause and effect relationship between transcription and environ-
ment. However, these traditional methods of investigation have failed to create high-
resolution, genome-wide maps of the interaction between a DNA binding protein and
DNA. For example, the DNA binding properties of a protein determined by in vitro
oligo selection or gel–shift assays are often poor predictors of a factor’s actual binding
targets invivo. The studyofTF–DNAinteractionshasundergoneamajor revolutionby
overcoming this limitation, owing to the development of combining chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with DNA microarray analysis (ChIP–chip analysis).

The first ChIP-to-chip experiments were reported at more or less the same time
by the Young and Brown groups [77,131]. Both studied TF–chromatin binding in
S. cerevisiae. Yeast is a good model system for TF–DNA interaction studies for many
reasons, one of which is that its genome is much smaller than that of mammals,
allowing genome-wide microarrays. DNA fragments from cells grown under
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controlled experimental conditions that are bound to the transcriptional regulators are
recovered by a ChIP assay using an antibody specific to the protein of interest and are
hybridized to DNA microarrays that contain the complete set of intergeneic regions.
The strength of hybridization intensity signal of a particular gene reflects binding of
the transcriptional regulator to the promoter site of that gene. Ranging from yeast
to cultured mammalian cells, there is surprisingly little variation in published
ChIP–chip protocols. This second generation application of microarrays reveals
the network of genes that are bound by one or more transcriptional regulators and
presents a very powerful experimental methodology into revealing the first step
in transcriptional regulation by identifying gene sets that are bound by the same
transcription regulators.

The ChIP–chip technique was first applied successfully to identify binding sites
for individual transcription factors in S. cerevisiae [77,96,131]. Later, also in yeast,
a c-Myc epitope protein tagging system was used to map the genome-wide positions
of 106 transcription factors [93]. Other applications including the study of DNA
replication, recombination, and chromatin structure have also been reported in
S. cerevisiae providing a wealth of information on the transcriptional regulation
governing these mechanisms. In these experiments, microarrays containing �1 kb
PCR products representing ORFs, intergeneic regions, or both were used in conjunc-
tion with a two-color experimental scheme. The PCR products in these arrays were
‘‘tiled‚” across the genome, meaning the PCR products were directly adjacent to one
another along the genome, with little or no DNA sequence between arrayed elements.
The relatively compact and nonrepetitive nature of the simple genome harbored by
yeast made such an approach feasible.

Based on known regulatory information gleaned from biochemistry, gene ex-
pression, and ChIP results, it was demonstrated that the strength of interactions
between transcription factors and genes is context dependent in S. cerevisiae [104].
Studying the changes in gene expression patterns in response to changes in cell cycle,
sporulation, diauxic shift, DNA damage, and stress, it was concluded that a few
transcription factors are always involved in regulation whereas others depend on the
stimulus, thus constantly reprogramming the regulatory network. Only a few target
genes are expressed under a specific condition. One of the ramifications of this
conclusion, based onover 7000 interactions betweengenes and transcription factors in
S. cerevisiae, is that one must use caution when extrapolating the interactions and
regulatory mechanisms identified under condition to another.

Recently, an in vitro DNA microarray technology for genome-scale characteriza-
tion of the sequence specificities of DNA–protein interactions was reported based on
the ChIP–chip protocol [110]. This technology, known as the protein binding micro-
array (PBM), allows rapid determination of in vitro binding specificities of individual
transcription factors by assaying the sequence-specific binding of those individual
transcription factors directly to double-strandedDNAmicroarrays spottedwith a large
number of potentialDNAbinding sites.ADNAbindingproteinof interest is expressed
with an epitope tag, purified, and then bound directly to a double-stranded DNA
microarray. ThePBMis thenwashed to remove anynonspecifically bound protein and
labeledwith a fluorophore-conjugated antibody specific for the epitope tag. The PBM
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technology was used to compare the binding site specificities of the three yeast TFs,
Abf1, Rap1, and Mig1 in vitro and in vivo. The PBM-derived binding site sequences
are reportedly more accurate in identifying in vivo binding sites. In addition to
previously identified targets, Abf1, Rap1, and Mig1 have been reported to bind to
several new target intergeneic regions, many of which were upstream of previously
uncharacterized open reading frames. Comparative sequence analysis indicated that
many of these newly identified sites are highly conserved across five sequenced sensu
stricto yeast species and, therefore, are probably functional in vivo binding sites that
may be used in a condition-specific manner [110].

Although the ChIP–chip method can only map the probable protein–DNA
interaction loci within 1–2 kb resolution, it also fails to distinguish between positive
and negative regulation. The development of the ChIP–chip assay has provided an
extraordinarily powerful tool for the analysis of DNA–protein interactions in living
cells or tissues on a global scale. In the near future, further advances in microarray
construction and the increased availability of useful antibodies will increase the
utility of this approach evenmore. Genomic profiling of transcription factor binding
sites, histone modifications, and so on will almost certainly emerge as a central
tool in understanding the systems biology of gene regulation in eukaryotic cells.
In addition, studies of the genomic distribution of nuclear proteins that are not
sequence-specific DNA binders, such as general transcription machinery, the
proteasome and its component pieces, DNA replication and repair complexes,
and so on will shed new light on fundamental aspects of basic genome function
and maintenance. Already, the realization that the majority of transcription factors
examined to date are localized outside the promoter sequences has contributed
significantly to our growing realization of the importance of abundant noncoding
small RNAs in the cell.

9.4.3 Proteomics

Even though global changes in gene expression provide deep insights into under-
standing transcriptional control, proteins have to be recruited to perform the process
since they are the actual functional units. Therefore, knowledge of protein abundance
reveals the extent to which regulatory proteins and transcription binding factors
participate in the resulting change in gene expression profile. Since gene function is
heavily associatedwith proteins, analysis of proteinswill divulgemore information on
protein function and the pathways they act on.Moreover, although proteins are the end
products of gene transcription, there is no one-to-one correspondence between the
number of proteins and the number of genes. Therefore, mere transcriptome analysis
does not reflect the functional profile at the protein level. This section will outline the
emerging quantitative proteomic techniques that are often first developed and tested in
S. cerevisiae. The focuswill primarily be on the twomajor proteomic technologies that
are commonly in use, 2D gel electrophoresis and liquid chromatography coupled to
mass spectrometry (LC–MS). The applications of these technologies to investigate
protein expression levels of yeast grown under different growth conditions and its
implications on systems biology are also discussed.
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9.4.3.1 2D Gel Electrophoresis and LC–MS The most common trend in
analyzing proteomes employs two-dimensional gel electrophoresis to separate pro-
teins, followed by mass spectrometry to identify proteins. On a 2D gel, proteins are
separated using isoelectric focusing (separation based on isoelectric point of proteins)
in the first dimension and sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(separation based on molecular mass of proteins) in the second dimension. The
separated proteins can be visualized using a variety of staining methods such as
Coomassie blue dye, silver staining, or fluorescent dyes. Generally, in the first dimen-
sion, the proteins are brought on a strip that contains an immobilized pH gradient. By
applying an electric field over this strip, the proteins will migrate over the strip until
they reach the pH area on the strip where they will be neutral. Each protein therefore
will be separated and focused on the strip at the position of its isoelectric point. In the
second dimension, proteins are separated on their size/mass. On the resulting two-
dimensional gel each protein is present at a position that reveals its approximate pI and
mass. Although the concept of 2D gel electrophoresis was introduced more than
30 years ago, its application to proteomics has really taken off since the development
of MS-based techniques that enabled high-throughput protein identification.

As with other high-throughput technologies where S. cerevisiae was one of the
first organisms in which these methods were tested and were subsequently used
to conduct genome-level interrogations, some of the early proteomic studies in
this context were performed in S. cerevisiae. These early large-scale separation
and visualization of protein resulted in yeast reference maps, which can be used
to locate and identify proteins. The digitalized image maps from these experiments
were established by which annotated proteins can be localized and identified
directly from the image. For example, the SWISS-2D PAGE yeast database at
http://www.expasy.org/ch2d/2d-index.html presents the 2D protein pattern of yeast
in the pH range 4–9 with 101 spots identified and localized in this area so far. The
yeast protein map at http://www.ibgc.u-bordeaux2.fr/YPM/ contains a protein
pattern of pH 4–7 with 410 proteins identified. Depending on the protein staining
method, approximately 1000 proteins can be visualized on such gels. Also, sub-
proteome reference maps of, for example, yeast mitochondria, have been generat-
ed [116,146]. Similar 2D reference maps have been constructed for important
industrial yeast strains, such as an ale-fermenting strain, a wine strain, and a
lager-brewing strain. These annotated reference maps are useful tools for yeast
researchers because they can be used for 2D gel comparisons; however, because of
poor gel-to-gel reproducibility and strain variation, protein spot identities should
always be confirmed using MS.

Although the conventional trend in analyzing proteomes using two-dimensional
gel electrophoresis has had a good turnover of information, the greatest drawback in
this method is that it is heavily biased toward proteins expressed at high concentra-
tions [55]. It is also extremely labor intensive and is often hampered by poor gel-to-gel
reproducibility. Different staining methods have been developed to improve the
accuracy and the sensitivity of protein detection and quantification [125,157], yet
proteins expressed at low concentrations may not be detected accurately. Therefore,
mass spectrometers are used to detect and identify proteins on a 2D gel. Nowadays, an
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ordinarymass spectrometer can precisely determine themasses even of large proteins
(approximately 1Da precision at 50 kDa). Since determining only the mass of a
protein does not give a direct clue about its identity, twoMS techniques are commonly
used for protein identification. In the first method, a peptide fingerprint of a protein is
recorded, usually by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight
(MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry. In the second, slightly more complicated method,
short amino acid sequences, the so-called sequence tags, are determined by tandem
mass spectrometry.

In the first of the twoapproaches, the protein spot to be identified is cut out of thegel
and digested (in-gel)with a protease,most often trypsin. The resulting peptidemixture
is eluted from the gel and analyzed by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry or alterna-
tively by using electrospray ionizationmass spectrometry. Collectively, these peptide
masses form a fingerprint, which is indicative for the protein concerned. This
fingerprint is then compared to theoretically expected tryptic peptide masses for
each protein entry in the database. Generally, peptide finger printing is still the most
rapid and efficient method for protein identification. As identification occurs via
consultation of protein and genome databases, it may be apparent that their increasing
comprehensiveness greatly aids in protein identification. In the second method, the
peptideof interest is fragmented in theMSandmass analysis of the resulting fragments
allows determining the amino acid sequence from the peptide. Although these
fragmentation patterns maybe quite complicated, they generally allow the determi-
nation of partial sequences. With this partial sequence, possibly in combination with
the peptide fingerprint already obtained, the chance of a unique hit in the database is
considerably enhanced. With one or two of these short sequence tags (often no more
than five amino acids), it is often possible to unambiguously identify a protein. These
strategies, as with other technologies, come with inherent drawbacks. For example,
only those proteins that can be visualized on a 2Dgel can be analyzed. The 2D gels are
incapable of handling large proteins and in general have bad reproducibility and are
extremely cumbersome.

In recent years, proteomics methods that employ LC–MS have proven to provide
strong alternatives. LC-based technologies have several advantages compared with
2D gel-based techniques. LC–MS, which can be automated, combines high-speed,
high-resolution, and high-sensitivity separation of extremely complex peptide mix-
tures. Several 2D gel independent LC–MS–MS approaches have been introduced to
overcome some of the inherent disadvantages of 2D gels. In one approach the proteins
in the total proteome are only separated and resolvedbymolecularmass using 1Dgels.
Subsequently, this 1Dgel is cut into pieces, all proteins in such a band are digested, and
the mixture of peptides is analyzed by LC–MS and/or LC–MS–MS [129]. This
approach provides an intermediate form between analyzing the very complex large
peptide mixture obtained when digesting all proteins of a lysate and the single protein
digested when using a 2D gel. As advantages over the 2D gels, a 1D gel-based
approach is less elaborate. In addition, very large andbasic proteins are easier tohandle
using just one-dimensional gels. In a third approach, the whole cell lysate is digested
chemically or by a protease. This generates a very complex set of peptides, beyond the
separation capacity of 1D separation techniques. For the analysis of such complex
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mixtures, several multidimensional separation techniques have been introduced.
An example of an innovative online 2D chromatographic approach is the MudPIT,
the multidimensional protein identification technology [169]. In this approach, the
complete cellular protein mixture is protealyzed and the resulting peptide mixture is
then separated and analyzed using online 2D chromatography directly coupled to
tandemMS,which enables the identification of proteins by peptide sequencing. In one
of the first applications,MudPITwas used to analyze the yeast proteome and a total of
1484 could be identified [169]. The resulting data set identified proteins from all
subcellular compartments, with wide-ranging isoelectric points and molecular
weights. Moreover, low abundance proteins, such as transcription factors and protein
kinases, as well as hydrophobicmembrane proteins, were detected.More recently, the
MudPIT method was improved by adding an additional reversed phase column to the
biphasic column, resulting in an online 3DLCmethod [171].Using thismethod, itwas
possible to identify 3109 yeast proteins, which is the most comprehensive proteome
coverage reported to date.

Alongside the continuing efforts to develop reliable methods to quantify the
proteome, an important advancement in our understanding of the function is the
global identification of protein localization in the cell [47,69]. Information about
the localization of a protein reveals its function, activation state, and its potential
interactions with other proteins particularly in eukaryotic cell, which is compartmen-
talized. For example, inS. cerevisiae, 82newproteinswere discovered in thenucleolus
and were predicted to be involved in ribosomal function and, in general, the locali-
zation results had 80 percent agreement with the data in the Saccharomyces Genome
Database [69]. This study confirmed previously knownprotein–protein interactions in
addition to identifying newones such as those between cell structure andmorphology.
Localization of proteins depends on the cell signaling events and their state of
activation, which depends on the environmental conditions. Such intercompartmental
translocation of proteins triggers new signals. Among the various methods used to
study protein localization, variants of GFP are commonly used to tag the protein
for visualization using a light microscope [23,69]. The dynamic nature of protein
synthesis and consequent modifications, identification, and quantification of proteins
alone may not be sufficient. It is also necessary to identify complex formation in vivo
to obtain a systems view of cellular functioning.

9.4.3.2 Two Hybrid System An important goal of systems biology is the
identification of functional interactions between different cellular components. Since
microarrays and 2D gels cannot contribute to the knowledge of protein interaction,
protein–protein interactions play a crucial role in elucidating the nature of these
mechanisms. Recently, innovative methods for a comprehensive analysis of protein
interaction events and signaling pathways have been implemented to provide addi-
tional information such as the high-throughput yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) system. The
yeast system provided the perfect platform for this assay since it had the advantages of
speed, sensitivity, and simplicity in addressing an important biological question when
the identification of an interacting protein following its purification was difficult. The
Y2H system detects interaction of two proteins by their ability to reconstitute the
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activityof a split transcription factor, thus allowing the useofa simplegrowth selection
in yeast to identify new interactions. Although the test case for this assay was only a
single example of yeast proteins previously known to interact, the results led to
the suggestion that the approach might be applicable to the identification of
new interactions via a search of a library of activation domain-tagged proteins.
Subsequently, the Y2H also proved to be very applicable to study protein interactions
in any organisms, although certain types of proteins such as membrane-bound or
extracellular proteins were less amenable to this method. The Y2H assay was sub-
sequently adapted to detect protein–DNA, protein–RNA, or protein–small molecule
interactions as well as protein–protein interactions that depend on posttranslational
modifications, that occur in compartments of the cell other than the nucleus, or that
yield signals other than transcription of a reporter gene.

Since its introduction about 15 years ago [35], the assay largely has been applied to
single proteins, successfully uncovering thousands of novel protein partners. In the last
few years, however, two-hybrid experiments have been scaled up to the proteome scale
to identify the complement of all the proteins found in an organism. In the first array-
based Y2H of the whole proteome, 192 ‘‘bait‚” proteins were used to survey inter-
actions with 6000 yeast ‘‘prey‚” proteins, resulting in 281 distinct protein pairs [156].
Using a similar strategy with more ‘‘bait‚” proteins to search the yeast genome for
protein interactions, 4549 interactions were deduced, out of which a subset of 841
protein pairs were classified as ‘‘core‚” interactions, that is, highly reliable [75,76].

Despite its routine use, the classical Y2H suffers from the appearance of a large
number of false positives, even though arrays and other confirmation experiments help
to identify them. Two hybrid systems in other organisms such as bacteria or mouse
have not been used for large-scale screens, making it difficult to identify if the
reproducibility issue is specific to Y2H or if it is a general trait in all such assays.

9.4.3.3 Protein Arrays Considering the pivotal functional role proteins play
in defining the phenotype, it is important to quantify protein abundance as well as
activity. In the lines of DNA microarrays, protein arrays are rapidly becoming
powerful high-throughput tools to identify proteins, monitor their expression, and
elucidate their function and interactions within them and, more importantly, the
posttranslational changes that they undergo. Several properties of proteins make
building protein microarrays more challenging than building their DNA counterparts.
First, unlike the simple hybridization chemistry of nucleic acids, proteins demonstrate
a staggering variety of chemistries, affinities, and specificities. Moreover, proteins
may require multimerization, partnership with other proteins, or posttranslational
modification to demonstrate activity or binding. Second, there is no equivalent
amplification process like PCR that can generate large quantities of protein. Third,
expression and purification of proteins is a tedious task and does not guarantee the
functional integrity of the protein. Finally, many proteins are notoriously unstable,
which raises concerns about microarray shelf life. Despite these challenges, the
development of protein microarrays has begun to achieve some recent success.
Currently, protein arrays come in two main formats. The first, abundance-
based microarrays, seeks to measure the abundance of specific biomolecules using
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analyte-specific reagents such as antibodies. The second, function-basedmicroarrays,
examines protein function in high-throughput by printing a collection of target
proteins on the array surface and assessing their interactions and biochemical
activities. Although the applications of these arrays widely differ, they all function
on the underlying principle of detecting interaction partners. Abundance-based
microarrays include antibody microarrays and reverse protein microarrays. In anti-
body microarray, antibodies are immobilized and purified proteins and complex
mixtures are screened for antibody characterization as well as to quantify protein
abundance. Fractionated proteins or protein mixtures are immobilized in reverse
protein microarrays and single antibodies are the target screen partners. Function-
based microarrays include the standard protein microarrays, where the immobilized
component is the protein itself and proteins, antibodies, DNA, or other chemicals are
used as the screening partners in functional characterization of the immobilized
proteins and to identify their interaction partners. By far the greatest obstacle in
developing function-based proteinmicroarrays is the construction of a comprehensive
expression clone library fromwhich a large number of distinct protein samples can be
produced. In building a clone library, it is desirable to construct recombinant genes
where fusion proteins can be produced for the purpose of affinity purification and/or
slide surface attachment. Cloning the genes of interest with an inducible promoter
allows individual proteins to be expressed in high abundance. High-throughput
purification can be accomplished with the addition of C- or N-terminal tags, such
asglutathione-S-transferase or the IgGbindingdomainof proteinA.The incorporation
of fusion tags also facilitates the verification of clone inserts by sequencing across the
vector–insert junction. It is highly desirable to transform the expression vector into a
homologous or related cell type, ensuring the proper delivery of the protein product
to the secretory pathway and hence correct folding and posttranslational modifica-
tion of each recombinant protein.

Using these protein microarrays for the first time, the binding activities of three
knownpairs of interacting proteinswas investigated inS. cerevisiae [106].One protein
of each pair was printed in quadruplicate onto aldehyde slides, and the arrays were
probed with the labeled partners. The most important outcome of this research was
that the researchers were able to quantify the concentrations of the bound and solu-
tion phase proteins necessary to carry out the experiments. Thus, these experiments
demonstrated the feasibility of arraying proteins in a standard microarray format and
at feature densities comparable with those of DNA arrays. In a subsequent study, a
yeast high-density (13,000 samples per array) proteome microarray was developed
that contained full-length, purified expression products of over 93 percent of the
organism’s complement of 6280 protein coding genes [183]. A total of 5800 ORFs
were cloned as glutathione-S-transferase::His6 fusions, and expressed in their native
cells under a Gal-inducible promoter. This work represented the first systematic
cloning andpurificationof an entire eukaryotic proteomeaswell as the first large-scale
functional protein array comprising discrete functional proteins. Several different
experimentswere performedwith the arrays, including a calmodulin binding survey to
assess protein–protein interactions and a large-scale screen for phospholipid binding
specificity [182]. More recently, these proteome chips were used to study global
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protein phosphorylation in yeast [128], and this study identified over 4000 phosphor-
ylation events involving 1325proteins fromawide range of biochemical functions and
cellular roles. It was also found that these interactions even occur across different
compartments, and have helped construct the first draft of a phosphorylation map
for S. cerevisiae. These results are expected to provide valuable insights into the
mechanisms and role of protein phosphorylation in many eukaryotes since several of
these proteins are highly conserved.

In spite of these advances, the fundamental aspect that currently limits the
advancement of proteomics (in contrast to genomics) is the lack of protein ampli-
fication mechanisms analogous to PCR. Therefore, only those proteins that are
produced naturally in large quantities or by recombinant techniques can be analyzed.
Nevertheless, protein microarrays have shown considerable promise in determining
protein–protein, protein–lipid, protein–ligand, and enzyme–substrate interactions.
Protein microarrays also have great potential in drug development and clinical
diagnostics. We can expect protein microarrays for other organisms as well as for
membrane proteins in the near future. Although there is no established proteomics
technology to detect all the desired aspects of proteins, aggressive research in the area
of proteomics reflects the pivotal role that proteins play in executing metabolic
control. It is expected that proteomics will continue to be in the forefront of systems
biology research.

9.4.4 Metabolomics

The cells control the concentrations of their intracellular metabolites very rigidly.
There is normally a very low tolerance on the allowable variation in the metabolite
concentrations for a given physiological state. Conversely stated, a change in the
concentration of a metabolite beyond the tolerance level induces a change in the cell
physiology. Since they are the intermediates of biochemical reactions, metabolites
play a pivotal role in maintaining the connectivity in the metabolic network. Certain
metabolites such as ATP or NADH, which are involved in a large number of reactions
in the metabolic network, are capable of bringing about significant changes in large
parts of the metabolism [115]. The level of the metabolites is a complex function
of enzymatic properties and regulatory processes at different levels of information
hierarchy. Therefore, similar to the transcriptome and proteome, the metabolome
(global set of all the intracellular metabolites) also presents a snapshot of the
physiological state of the cell and measuring the changes in the concentrations of
intracellular metabolites would reveal an aspect of regulation (such as allosteric
inhibition/activation, metabolite–DNA binding, and so on), which cannot be studied
by anyother omic approaches described. Indeed,metabolome profile presents a closer
snapshot of metabolism than the transcriptome or the proteome, because the infor-
mation flow at this level is the closest to the phenotype (Fig. 9-1). Metabolome
profiling also presents a more complete representation of metabolism by defining the
thermodynamic equilibrium of a reaction. Therefore, metabolite profiling is now
considered an important part of systems biology, playing a complementary role to
genomics and proteomics [153,154,170]. However, this field is still in its infancy,
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mostly due to the lack of analytical techniques. In comparison to more than 6000
protein-coding genes in S. cerevisiae [50], there are only about 600 metabolites in
S. cerevisiae [118]. Thus, even though the goal of any metabolome experiment is to
quantify the level of all intracellular metabolites in a cell, tissue, or an organism, there
is no single analytical method that can measure all metabolites.

Although the technology to quantify and study the genome (consisting of 4
nucleotides as building blocks) and the proteome (consisting of 22 amino acids
as building blocks) is developed based on the similarity in their structure, the
metabolomics technology is vastly more complex owing to the highly diverse
building blocks, ranging from carbohydrates and organic acids to volatile alcohols
and ketones. Consequently, it is virtually impossible to simultaneously determine
the complete metabolome with current technologies. Nevertheless, the phrase ‘‘me-
tabolome analysis‚” is used to describe the experimental approaches employed to
quantify or detect metabolites. Currently, it is possible to quantify about 50 meta-
bolites (Fig. 9-7).Althoughmetabolite profiling has long been applied formedical and
diagnostic purposes aswell as for phenotypic characterization, particularly in plants, it
is only recently that efforts toward the development of high-throughput analyses are
being undertaken [33,34,153]. Mass spectrometry and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) are the most frequently used methods of detection in the analysis of the
metabolome. The NMR is very useful in determining the structure of unknown
compounds, but comes with the drawback of expensive instrumentation. In addition,
NMR has the advantages that it is nondestructive to samples and provides rich
information on the structures of molecules in complex mixtures. On the other
hand,MS is considerablymore sensitiveand comeswith the identification of unknown
and unexpected compounds. The combination of separating the metabolites using a
gas chromatogramor liquid chromatogramcoupledwith theMS is transpiring tobe the
most promising technique for metabolite profiling, thus far. The reader is directed to a
very comprehensive review for detailed description and analysis on the different
analytical methods employed to identify and quantify metabolites [164]. The issues
related with different sampling methods and subsequent processing of the samples,
particularly from yeast cultures, are described in another paper [162].

We reported a novel derivatization method for metabolome analysis of yeast
that enabled us to measure several metabolites in the central carbon metabolites as
well as in the amino acid biosynthesis pathways. Using this methodology, we com-
pared responses of the metabolite profile in a Dgdh1 (NADPH-dependent glutamate
dehydrogenase) and GDH2 (NADH-dependent glutamate dehydrogenase) overex-
pressed mutant and its isogenic reference yeast strains under aerobic and anaerobic
conditions [165]. During aerobic growth, the level of all the TCA cycle intermediates
increased in the mutant compared with the wild type, indicating a higher TCA cycle
flux in thismutant (Fig. 9-8).An increased levelof 2-oxoglutarate reflects an alteration
in ammonium metabolism due to the thermodynamically less favorable glutamate
synthesis using NADH as the cofactor. Moreover, an elevated level of all amino acids
was observed, indicating awide change in amino acid metabolism.More recently, we
reported the identification of a pathway for glycine catabolism and glyoxylate
biosynthesis in S. cerevisiae usingmetabolite profiling and combining itwith pathway
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analysis [163]. Metabolic footprinting ability opens a new avenue in yeast systems
biology research by providing results that neither gene expression nor proteome
analysis could. Second, we demonstrated that the levels of specific metabolites could
be quantified using this method, enabling the targeted and quantitative microbial
metabolome analysis.

These examples demonstrate the immense potential of metabolite profiling in pro-
viding supplemental information to transcriptome and proteome analysis. However,
there are anumber of challenges for this nascent field.The fundamental problemarises
due to the rapid turnover time of metabolite (in the order of 2–3 s), which makes it
extremely difficult to capture a reliable snapshot of a metabolite profile. Second, the
analytical methods for identifying and quantifying these metabolites are still in its
infancy. Third, there is no robust data analysis methodology to integrate metabolite
profile in the context of genome and proteome and interpret the physiological
significance of an observed change in the metabolite level. Finally, the lack of
standards in this field results inpoor reproducibility.Recently,metabolomics ontology

Figure 9-8 Using the currentmetabolite profiling technology, we determined the differential levels

of various central carbonmetabolites [166] under various conditions, validating themethod aswell

as laying the groundwork for an integrated transcription–metabolome studies in S. cerevisiae.
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and experimental reporting standards have been proposed by the Metabolomics
Society [100] to facilitate the establishment of credibility to the large amount of
data that is being generated. Despite these challenges, there is growing belief in the
scientific community that metabolomics holds the promise to expedite the progress of
systems biology.

9.5 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES IN SYSTEMS BIOLOGY

The rapid advancement in the experimental approaches in measuring genome,
transcriptome, proteome, and metabolome, as described in previous sections, gives
rise to enormous data. It has now become clear that further discovery and progress in
biological research will be limited not by the availability of data but by the lack of the
right tools to analyze and interpret these data. Systems biology calls for the develop-
ment of mathematical principles to integrate these high-throughput data. From its
humble origins in control engineering and general systems theory,major challenges in
the dynamic pathway modeling have been addressed and goals realized by (1) char-
acterizing model structures that could realize the given stimulus–response relation-
ship, (2) determining values for model parameters from experimental data and
simulations, and (3) predicting the consequences of perturbations by introduction/
removal of feedback or feedforward control loops. The new fields of genomics,
proteomics, transcriptomics, and metabolomics are extremely essential not only to
divulge information in the different levels of material processing in the cell but also to
serve as precursors for realizing the larger objective of phenotypic characterization.
Computational biology now plays a predominant role in the discovery process
through automated genome reconstruction, flux balance analysis and metabolic
networks, protein structure determination, and elucidation of regulatory networks.
The synthesis arm of the systems biology cycle as depicted in Figure 9-1 heavily relies
on the robust, reliable computational biology aspects. Since the ultimate cellular
phenotype is the result of coordinated activity of multiple gene products and envi-
ronmental factors, understanding the connectivity and interaction among these
elements is pivotal.

9.5.1 Constraint-Based Genome-Scale Models

The key role of computational approaches in systems biology has been acknowledged
and accepted. The development ofmathematical models that can simulate the cellular
phenotype by integrating high-throughput data forms the foundation of systems
biology approaches. We view systems biology as an iterative process where mathe-
matical models are built and developed based on the experimental data available.
The goal of these models depends on the questions one is trying to address. For
example, to describe and understand the metabolic dynamics, one uses a detailed
kinetic model, or to study the mechanism of signaling cascades in a regulatory
network, one formulates differential equations to describe the inputs to eachmodule in
the cascade and its response. The predictions and simulations from these models are
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then validated by experimental methods to complete one iteration in the process of
understanding cellular properties. Any discrepancy between the model predictions
and experimental observations will be addressed by incorporating the new experi-
mental results in the model to start a new iteration. Since it is virtually impossible to
determine the kinetics of all the steps in the system, these models have an obvious
limitation. Among the several classes of mathematical models available to analyze
cellular behavior, the constraint-based linear models are the only kind that can
incorporate extensive biochemical data, genomic sequence data, and information
from metabolic pathway databases into the context of simulating and predicting
cellular metabolism and phenotype.

The development of linear metabolic models begins at the identification and
functional annotation of the ORFs in the genome sequence. The Saccharomyces
Genome Database (http://www.yeastgenome.org), Munich Information for Protein
Sequences (http://mips.gsf.de/), and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(http://www.genome.jp/kegg) are the most commonly used databases to search for
genes, their products, and their functional role in metabolism for S. cerevisiae. A
comprehensive list of all the metabolic genes constitutes the genotype and an in silico
representation of this subset of genes is the basis for creating of in silico strains. The
gene products derived from the genes in the metabolic genotype carry out all the
enzymatic reactions and transport processes that occur within the cell (Fig. 9-9). For
example, the in silico representation of S. cerevisiae includes the genes involved in
central metabolism, amino acid metabolism, nucleotide metabolism, fatty acid
and lipid metabolism, carbohydrate assimilation, vitamin and cofactor biosynthesis,
energy and redox generation, and macromolecule production (i.e., peptidoglycan,
glycogen, and nucleotides). The reactions that are mediated by each of the gene(s) are
represented as a linear equation, and all the stoichiometric coefficients from all the
reactions are collected in the stoichiometric matrix, S, and the velocity (flux) of each
reaction is collected in the velocitymatrix v, which has the same number of rows as the
number of reactions. Any exchange fluxes that are involved inmaterial transfer across
the systemic boundary are represented by thematrix, b. Under anygiven condition, the
in silicometabolic network can then be represented as S�v¼ b [158]. The construction
of themetabolic network is covered in greater detail in other chapters of this book. The
fundamental drawback of these models is that they operate strictly on the stoichiome-
try and do not consider thermodynamic constraints and kinetics and, therefore, cannot
resolve thedirectionality of the reaction.This inherent drawback is partly addressedby
imposing constraints on the fluxes and defining their directionality and degree of
utilization asai� vi� bi,whereai andbi are the lower andupper bounds, respectively,
of the ith reaction. The values of the fluxes are estimated by imposing an objective
function, oftenmaximizing for biomass production rate, which is also expressed as an
equation that is conceptualized by including the individual biomass precursors that
contribute to the synthesis of biomass. Since typically the Smatrix is underdetermined
(thenumberofunknown fluxes is fargreater than thenumberofmeasuredparameters),
linear programming is the most commonly used procedure to estimate the unknown
fluxes. Due to the existence of an infinite number of solutions in the feasible space and
even the presence of several solutions of the flux vector that fulfils the objective
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function, it is very likely that the estimated fluxes may not accurately represent
biological reality [29]. Nevertheless, these models are extremely useful in char-
acterizing the metabolic capabilities of the cell. The first genome-scale metabolic
model of a eukaryote ever constructed was that of S. cerevisiae [39], which includes
over 800 reactions and 500 metabolites. The details of this model can be viewed at
http://www.cpb.dtu.dk/models/yeastmodel.html. Using this model, several aspects of
S. cerevisiae metabolism such as biomass yields under various carbon sources, gene
lethality and synthetic lethality, pathway utilization, and general network properties
such as connectivity were successfully studied [39].

It is commonly observed that the performance of the in silico cell, such as the rates
and yields of biomass and product formation, is far below the predicted theoretical
maxima, particularly for strains that have undergone the first iteration of metabolic
engineering. This phenomenon has detrimental impact on the utility of S. cerevisiae as
a cell factory for commercial applications. This is due to the extensive adaptive
mechanism of the cell to counteract any mutation. The stoichiometric models cannot
predict this sluggish performance of the cell but rather provide the maximum cellular
capabilities under the conditions of mutation. The discrepancy arises due to the
assumption that maximizing biomass formation drives flux distribution. Even in
response to a mutation, this approach assumes that the metabolic network could
readjust to maintain optimal flux toward biomass. Recent evidence suggests that this
could be achieved by selecting for fast growth [70]. However, in most industrial strain
improvement scenarios, cells are subject to natural selection and amodification of the
flux balance models using constraint-based linear programming approach is recently
described to predict the sluggishmetabolic phenotype [144]. This approach, known as
minimization of metabolic adjustment (MOMA), assumes minimal response of the
metabolic network to gene perturbations and suggests that the metabolic network has
an inherent inertia to change and prefers to remain as close as possible to the original
steady state (of the wild-type genotype).

9.5.2 Metabolic Pathway Analysis

The cell hasmultiple pathways at its disposal to attain its natural objective of survival.
In the process of engineering these metabolic pathways, we attempt to manipulate
these pathways to eliminate the ineffective ones or enhance the performance of the
rate-limiting ones. Whether the goal is to delete pathways or overexpress them, it is
necessary to develop an understanding of how the cell meets its metabolic objectives.
This is the goal of metabolic pathway analysis. It is an integral analytical part in the
discovery of meaningful routes in the metabolic networks, constructed as described
in the previous section. By virtue of the complexity in the wide array of feasible
metabolic pathways, it is not always intuitive which set of pathways are employed in
reaching the cellular objective. The most commonly used mathematical tool that is
used to analyze the set of all feasible pathways for robustness and efficiency is by
elementary fluxmodes (EFMs) [142].A fluxmode is a steady-state fluxdistribution in
which the proportions of the fluxes are fixed. If this steady-state solution is non-
decomposable, then it is classified as elementary. In other words, an elementary flux
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mode is the minimal set of enzymes that could operate at steady state with all the
reversible reactions assumed to proceed in the appropriate direction. Therefore, this
concept assumes three conditions in determining an EFM: a pseudo-steady-state
condition, a nondecomposability condition, and a feasibility condition.

Elementary flux modes are idealized representations of metabolism and it is very
likely that any one EFM cannot represent biological reality. Instead, the real flux
distribution is a linear combination of several EFMs, each of which has a fraction of
contribution to the final flux. When S. cerevisiae grows on glucose, all the pathways
that use other substrates are downregulated, even in the presence of a mixture of
substrates. This is clearly demonstrated using DNA microarrays during the diauxic
shift where 183 genes are induced and 203 genes are repressed at least fourfold [28].
This reflects a marked shift in the utilization of different metabolic modes, which are
the likely superpositions of other EFMs. In fact, avery strong correlationwas observed
between the EFMs, as determined for yeast grown on different carbon sources, and the
transcript measurements frommicroarray experiments [17]. Above all, the method of
determining the control-effective fluxes to calculate the theoretical transcript values
and correlating them with the experimentally derived transcript ratios demonstrates
the importance of flexibility in metabolic networks. In this regard, the EFMs have a
greater applicability over flux balance analysis. Moreover, since there is no objective
function in this kind of analysis, unlike the flux balance analysis where the objective
function is usually maximization of biomass formation, the system is not forced to
behave in a particular manner. Since the metabolic reaction system is allowed full
flexibility, it is free to choose all the possible routes toward product formation.
Metabolic pathways analysis has also been used to assign function to orphan genes
in S. cerevisiae based on convex analysis of its simplified metabolic network by
combining metabolome analysis with metabolic pathway analysis [40]. Based on this
analysis, a change in the pathway structure of deletion mutants could be combined
with the different metabolite profile for that mutant to disclose the functionality of
an orphan gene.

In many situations, the biosynthesis of a product is feasible by multiple routes
and it is interesting to identify the pathways that give maximal yield. The optimal
flux distributions, as predicted by the flux balance analysis, may not always be
obtainable, thereby making it necessary to determine the suboptimal solutions using
EFMs. The concept of EFM can also be used to predict the effects of an insertion or a
deletion of a pathway, resulting in a pathway with new functional capabilities. This
method allows a comparison of sets of admissible routes for product formation in
wild-type cell and its engineered mutant. By comparing the elementary modes in the
complete system with those in a deficient system, it can be shown whether or not an
essential biological substance can still potentially be synthesized, via a bypass in the
network system. Elementary flux modes essentially capture all the possible flux
distributions (optimal as well as suboptimal) in the metabolic network as defined by
the stoichiometricmatrix, unlike fluxbalance analysis,which returns onlyoneoptimal
solution.An important aspect ofEFMthat cannot be determinedusing the fluxbalance
analysis is that of futile cycles. Futile cycles play an important role in regulation
in eukaryotes and it is extremely important to identify them to avoid wasteful
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expenditure of cellular energy. Although such cycles are difficult to identify in large
networks, they can be detected by calculating elementary modes, which include both
cyclic and noncyclicmetabolic pathways. Thismethod is valuable for comprehending
the complex architecture of cell physiology and together with other theoretical tools
such as metabolic control theory, it can help to engineer living cells in a directed and
rational way.

9.5.3 Gene and Regulatory Networks

The information pipeline in cells is extremely efficient and can robustly respond to
multiple environmental and genetic signals. The mechanisms by which cells are able
to achieve this are still not clear due to complex regulatory circuitry in the cell. To
uncover the mechanisms that dictate the information processing, a modular approach
is the most common approach [60,92]. The high degree of complexity involved in
cellular response can be simplified by considering the large-scale genetic networks as
composed of modules of simpler components that are interconnected through input
andoutput signals, analogous to electrical circuits [130]. The analogy between genetic
circuits and electrical circuits extends beyond just the superficial level. Just as
electrical engineers construct circuits, genetic network engineers make use of the
biological equivalents of inverters and transistors to manipulate living organisms by
connecting these modules into gene regulatory networks that can control cellular
function. Two landmark studies published in 2000 [31,43] clearly illustrate this
concept, in which one describes a genetic circuit engineered into Escherichia coli
cells that oscillates asynchronously with regard to the cell division cycle [31] and the
other describes a toggle-switch circuit that can be switched between two stable states
by transient external signals [43]. In both studies, the circuits’ qualitative performance
is consistent with the predictions of relatively simple differential equationmodels that
characterize the dynamics of production, degradation, and genetic regulation.

The interactions between the functional modules in the gene regulatory networks
involve proteins, DNA, RNA, and small molecules. For example, a simple module
consists of a promoter, the genes expressed from that promoter, and the regulatory
proteins that affect the expression of the promoter. The idea behind formulating gene
networks and subnetworks is essentially to identify those genes that are commonly
bound by the same transcription factor. Since the output of amicroarray experiment is
the end result of the interplay between transcription factors and genes, this aspect has
been the focus of recent data analysis methods. Since one gene is under the control of
multiple transcription factors, the amount of control from each transcription factor is
not easy to quantify. Associating transcription with binding information for 106
transcription factors, Bar-Joseph et al. clustered coexpressed genes to reconstruct
regulatory networks in S. cerevisiae [6]. They identified established interactions as
well as discovered new interactions that they used to construct regulatory models.
Liao et al. developed a similar approach called network component analysis to
quantify the strength of interactions between genes and transcription factors [95].
The interactions were modeled as a two-layered network with transcription factors
consisting of the first layer and the genes in the next layer and the interactions between
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the two layers as edges. Implementing this technique for glucose to acetate diauxic
shift in E. coli, 16 transcription factors were found to be significantly involved in
the transition. The biggest advantage of this method is that it does not assume
independence or orthogonality of genes, unlike independent component analysis
or the principal component analysis, respectively. Although these reports demon-
strated the use of gene expression microarrays to study the regulation of specific
pathways at the transcriptional level, they still do not account for regulatory effects
brought about by proteins and metabolites interacting with DNA, and therefore such
an approach would not be feasible in higher organisms with a greater level of
complexity. As pointed out by Nielsen, the percentage of genes that are encoded for
nonmetabolic functions (particularly for regulatory functions) increases with in-
creasing cellular complexity [115]. To reveal regulatory phenomena based only on
the changes in gene expression, detailed information about interactions between
genes and their transcription factor proteins must be elucidated. Recently, it was
demonstrated that a stochastic simulation algorithm can be efficiently implemented
by using field programmable gate array devices to build a microelectronic circuit
that simulates the kinetics of biochemical networks [139]. Such devices, built as an
array of simple configurable logic blocks embedded in a programmable intercon-
nection matrix, are ideally suited to implement highly parallel architectures com-
parable in complexity to biochemical networks. The parallel architecture of this
logic-based programming can simulate the basic reaction steps in biological net-
works and since they can be scaled up efficiently, simulations of realistic biological
systems should be possible.

We are still far from completely understanding the wiring of the regulatory circuit
in a system, and the challenge lies in designing selection schemes that can be used
to drive cells containing artificially engineered gene circuits for a robust, reliable, and
noise-resistant behavior. The current paradigm for engineering regulatory circuits
is to use computational methods to incorporate the desired changes in the cell.
The engineered cells usually exhibit weak compliance with the desired objective
and by using a directed evolution selection screen, more compliant mutants could
be produced. The engineering of regulatory networks has immense applications in the
production of industrial or medically important chemicals such as proteins and
antibiotics and in the design of cells to perform complex multistage tasks such as
conversions in bioremediations or cell-specific activity for gene therapy. Avariety of
relatively simple but useful types of biological circuits similar to switches, transdu-
cers, signal processors, sensors, and actuators are already being developed from the
existing knowledge of the cellular components.

9.5.4 Protein–Protein Interactions

Proteins are the functional units in the cell and carry out most of the information
processing such as intracellular communication, signal transduction, and even gene
regulation via interaction with other proteins. Identification of protein–protein inter-
actions on a proteome-wide scale is currently one of the main challenges of systems
biology.Although the genome sequencing projects have identified the comprehensive
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set of genes and proteomic studies identified the protein abundance in several species,
there are no thorough methods to identify interactions between proteins comprehen-
sively. The current methods to identify PPIs include genetic and biochemical screens,
which identify few interactions at a time but when applied in combination produce
highly reliable results. Using a combination of expression profile reliability index to
estimate biologically relevant fraction of protein interactions and paralogous verifi-
cation method to score the interactions, over 8000 pairwise PPIs were detected in
S. cerevisiae [25]. These interactions identified by such small-scale screens represent
only a small fraction of the biologically significant interactions in yeast [53]. To
identify the PPIs on a proteome scale, several high-throughput experimental methods
have been developed such as the yeast two-hybrid assay described earlier [156],
tandem affinity precipitation [44], and high-throughput mass spectrometry protein
complex identification [64]. Although all these methods have the capability to detect
thousands of interactions, their reliability is limited due to the high occurrence of false
positives and false negatives. Besides these approaches, there also exist other
approaches to infer PPIs based on indirect evidence, such as synthetic lethality [152],
correlated expression of gene pairs [27], or identifying structural domains and
subcellular localization [114]. Despite the relatively lower confidence of the inter-
actions predicted by these methods, they are still very popular in elucidating PPIs.
Recent reports indicated that integrating data from different levels of information
hierarchy with these high-throughput methods significantly improve the reliability of
the inferred interactions [51,80,180]. The computational aspect of predicting the
interactions (e.g., between protein A and protein B) is usually based on the general
criteria such as (1) they should have appropriate domains to facilitate interactions,
(2) the expression levels of genes A and B should correlate, and (3) proteins A and B
should be localized in the same compartment.

UsingY2H assays, proteinswere assigned to functional classes on the basis of their
network of physical interactions as determined by minimizing the number of protein
interactions among different functional categories [159]. Such a functional assign-
ment is proteome wide and is determined by the global connectivity pattern of the
protein network. Using this approach, multiple functional assignments could be
possible for a given protein, depending on its interaction with other proteins. This
analysis is based on the concept that interacting proteins may belong to at least one
common functional class, and thus knowledge of the functional classification of a
subset of the proteins involved in the networkmay lead to an accurate prediction of the
functional classification of the remaining subset of uncharacterized proteins. The idea
behind this approach is to assign function to unclassified proteins based on its position
in the interaction network, also known as the ‘‘majority rule‚” assignment [143]. The
majority rule derives from the empirical observation that 70–80 percent of interacting
protein pairs share at least one function. Inmost cases, only a fewunclassified proteins
interact with more than one protein of known function and often the interacting
proteins with known functions do not generally share functionalities. In this respect,
the majority rule assignment is inconclusive because the analysis does not include
the links among proteins of unknown function. Therefore, much of the information
contained in a reconstructed protein–protein interaction network is not used. A major
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concern in implementing network-based predictive methods is the topological
accuracy of the protein interaction network. It is known that protein–protein interac-
tion data obtained from two-hybrid experiments contain a certain number of false
positive and negative results, as discussed earlier. These errors could compromise on
the quality of the predictions by incorporating spurious connections into the network
(false or missing edges).

9.6 INTEGRATING THE HIGH-THROUGHPUT DATA

The primary step in understanding any biological entity from a systems perspective is
to identify its structural organization, such as the gene interactions and biochemical
networks, followed by the dynamic interactions between them. Characterization of
biological networks requires detailed maps elucidating proteins, RNAs, promoters,
and other macromolecules. Toward this broad goal, metabolic networks [81], regula-
tory networks [93], and protein interaction networks [156] have already begun to be
established. Thesemaps are commonly represented as a static set of nodes to represent
the components (RNA, proteins, macromolecules, transcription factors, etc.) of the
network and edges to represent the interactions (activation/inhibition or induction/
repression, etc.) between them. Humanminds are incapable of inferring the emergent
properties of a system from thousands of data points, but we have evolved to intel-
ligently interpret an enormous amount of visual information. The data are therefore
transferred to visualization programs. This is the initiation point for the formulation of
detailed graphical or mathematical models, which are then refined by hypothesis-
driven, iterative systems perturbations and data integration (Fig. 9-10). For example,
using a bipartite graphical visualization, Patil and Nielsen showed similarities in
metabolic network patterns and transcriptional responses that led to the identification
of ‘‘reporter metabolites‚” in S. cerevisiae, which represent the hub of regulatory
action [124]. Similarly, topological analysis of metabolism in 43 organisms revealed
hierarchical modularity in the network organization [130]. Using the path of shortest
length in graph-theory approach, Said et al. identified that the toxicity-modulating
proteins in S. cerevisiae have more interactions with other proteins, leading to a
greater degree of metabolic adaptation upon modulating the functioning of these
proteins [137]. This result has direct implications on many human degenerative
disorders such as cancer and even aging. The authors demonstrate that the protein
interaction network is much more complex than the metabolic network, consistent
with the knowledge that signaling pathways and regulatory networks have more
complex organizational structure than the metabolic network. Although only protein
interactions were studied, deeper regulatory aspects could have been revealed by also
including protein interactions with DNA, particularly since the study focused on the
recovery of S. cerevisiae from DNA-damaging agents. As opposed to the representa-
tionof biological networks asgraphs that reflect only the static properties of system, de
Lichtenberg et al. have recently reported the dynamics of protein interactions during
the yeast cell cycle [24]. They used previously published gene expression data from
different stages of the cell cycle [21,147] and integrating it with a network of
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physically interacting proteins from public databases such as MIPS discovered that
most of the protein complexes are comprised of both constitutively and just-in-time
expressed proteins. Currently, the mathematical models that represent cellular com-
ponents and their interactions compromise either on the specificity or lack the
sensitivity. This is due to several reasons, such as a limitation in biological information
available and lack of mathematical rules to integrate the available information.
Learning how the structure changes in response to various conditions and, more
importantly, what makes the system respond in this fashion will enable identifying
precise targets for metabolic engineering [86]. Established protocols are not immedi-
ately available to guide the merger of global information from various omes indicated
in Figure 9-1. Ideker et al. [72] compared the global changes in the expression of
mRNAand proteins in S. cerevisiae in response to a series of perturbations in theGAL
regulatory system. They used the yeast galactose metabolic model as a prototype and
studied the global responses to genetic and environmental perturbations. The key
feature of this study that ismissing from the previous comparisonswas that the authors
also considered protein interactions with other proteins and with DNA in their model.
Not surprisingly, the expression of those genes that are linked by physical inter-
actions exhibited a higher degree of correlation with corresponding protein levels.
Information about protein–protein interactions in S. cerevisiae [143,156] facilitates
the integration of the resulting mRNA and protein responses with known physical
interactions to discover and/or refine gene functions. Since it is the proteins that
actually execute the genetic program,mapping global interactions between proteins
or ‘‘interactome‚” in single-celled [156] and multicellular [94] organisms is
particularly valuable in revealing the signal transduction pathways, which play
an integral part in overall regulation. These reports on transcriptome–proteome–in-
teractome analysis communicate a unified theme, suggesting strong posttranscrip-
tional as well as posttranslational control of metabolism.

Ihmels et al. [73] developed an integrated analysis methodology, called signature
algorithm for S. cerevisiae, which analyzes patterns in gene expression changes over
a large number of data sets with varying conditions to establish proximity between
genes in terms of their expression under various conditions. Although this work did
not incorporate changes in the metabolic profile as that of Ideker et al. [72] did,
physiological changes were used to provide functionalities to genes, based on
similarity profiles. The premise of organizing genes into transcription modules is
that genes that are expressed similarly under a large variety of conditions are more
likely to be coregulated than those clustered based on fewer conditions. This method
was then used to study various cellular functions as well as the global transcription
program. For example, applying this method to a S. cerevisiae data set, genes with
previously unknown (or speculated) function such as YGR067C, YGL186C, and
YJL1200C were identified with the regulation of the glyoxylate shunt, purine
transport, and lysine biosynthesis, respectively [74]. An interesting discovery
made by Ihmels et al. [74] was that only 63 percent of the isozyme pairs were not
coregulated. An experimental validation of one such prediction of isozymes not being
coregulated was that of the two glutamate dehydrogenases, encoded by GDH1 and
GDH3. In a completely independent work, these isozymes were demonstrated to be
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nonredundant and their expression is carbon dependent [26]. This result agrees
very nicely with the work of Kafri et al. [83] on identifying the nature of backup
functions that genes perform. They argue that genes that are similarly expressed do
not back up each other in the event of a mutation but rather through a transcriptional
reprogrammingmechanism that S. cerevisiae has evolved; paralogues for themutated
genes are activated onlywhen the gene in question is inactivated.Although the authors
did not discuss this aspect, this result might provide some clues to the nature of silent
mutations. Hundreds of components in the cell are organized into modules and
dynamically interact with one another. The consequent phenotype is a reflection
of these dynamic interactions. Although there is no clear boundary between these
modules, the probability of interaction of a component with k other components, p(k),
has been shown to decrease according to the power law k�2.2 [81]. However, few
widely connected components such as ATP connect a large portion of the metabolism
and result in an integrated module-free metabolic network. This dilemma has been
resolved by demonstrating thatmetabolic networks are organized in highly connected
modules that operate in conjunction with each other in a hierarchical manner [130].
Elucidating the principles that govern the nature and function of these individual
modules may be possible with help from engineering, life sciences, and computer
applications.

One of the several examples of such an integrative approach is that of identifying
overlooked genes in S. cerevisiae [91]. Although the sequence information is
extremely valuable, its ultimate utility lies in its accuracy and the completeness
with which it is annotated. The yeast genome was sequenced and published to have
6274 genes, based on eukaryotic gene finding algorithms [108]. In the integrated
approach, Kumar et al. [91] identified candidate genes by large-scale insertional
mutagenesis using amodified transposon as a simplegene trap. The expressionof each
candidate gene is independently verified by microarray analysis. Only those gene
sequences detected by both gene trapping and microarray analysis are classified as
potential candidates. In this manner, they identified 137 previously overlooked genes
in yeast, amajority of which are either short or overlap a previously annotated gene on
the opposite strand. In yet another example of high-throughput data integration, the
gene expression profiling and protein–protein interaction maps were integrated to
compare the interactions between proteins encoded by genes that belong to common
expression-profiling clusters with those between proteins encoded by genes that
belong to different clusters [45]. The clusters derived from transcription profiling
experiments were organized in a matrix, with each element of the matrix representing
all pairwise combinations of genes either in a single cluster (diagonal or intracluster
squares) or between two different clusters (nondiagonal or intercluster squares). This
kind of a correlation approach suggested that the interactome data could help identify
expression clusters with greater biological relevance. This study provides evidence
that genes with similar expression profiles are more likely to encode interacting pro-
teins and establishes a platform to integrate other functional genomic and proteomic
data, both in yeast as well as in higher organisms.

The fundamental tenet of systems biology is capturing and integrating global data
sets from biological systems from as many hierarchical levels as necessary. These
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include the static DNA sequences, context-dependent mass flow measurements in
the form of RNA and protein quantifications, regulatory measurements such as
protein–protein or protein–DNA interactions, and information flow measurements
such as signaling pathways. The data collected from these measurements are
transferred to a databasewhere it is warehoused and analyzed for emergent properties
systemic properties. The visualization methods described earlier permit a means to
integrate the phenotypic features of the system directly to protein and gene regulatory
networks. Cycles of iteration will result in a more accurate model to explain the
subsystem or even the complete system (Fig. 9-2). Once the model has achieved
sufficient level of accuracy and detail, it will allow biologists to accomplish tasks that
remained elusive until now: predict the systemic response to a perturbation and
redesign the regulatory networks to create new emergent systems. The second aspect
of the systemsbiologywill be addressed in greater detail in the next section.Therefore,
fundamentally, systems biology is a hypothesis-driven, global, iterative, integrative,
and dynamic branch in biological engineering.

9.7 SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY: STATE OF THE ART

Synthetic biology is a new and emerging direction that engineering of biological
systems has taken. It is the synthesis of complex, biologically inspired systems that
exhibit novel functionality, which do not exist naturally. This engineering perspective
may be applied at all levels of hierarchy of biological structures. Therefore, synthetic
biology is the design of biological systems in a rational and systematic way. The
realization that theway to understand the cellular complexity requires a lot more than
just compiling a ‘‘parts list,‚” as provided by the genome sequencing, for example, has
precipitated into the origins of synthetic biology. Elucidating the interaction between
the parts is central to systems biology and is providing the necessary conceptual tools
needed for synthetic biology. This nascent offspring of systems biology will share a
symbiotic relationship with the fundamental sciences to expand on the biological
controlmechanisms using engineering approaches. These approaches include, but are
not restricted to, the design and synthesis of novel genes and proteins, modifying the
genetic code, altering regulatory mechanisms and signal sensing and enzymatic
reactions, constructing multicomponent modules that impart complex phenotype,
and even generating engineered cells.

The field of synthetic biology involves taking existing biological pieces, trans-
forming them into micromachines, and creating artificial systems that mimic the
properties of living systems. By creating systems that mimic what nature has created,
scientists can discover the basic principles that rule living systems, manipulate these
systems, and eventually find treatments formanydiseases plaguinghumanity. Today’s
synthetic biologists are looking to channel genetic engineering fromahit-or-miss field
of discovery to the type of discipline used by engineers to build bridges, computers,
and buildings. This approach can translate intomore specific anticancer therapies and
antiviral drugs, as well as more efficient drug delivery systems that will have a
significant impact on the health care industry.
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9.7.1 Systems Biology and Synthetic Biology

Systems biology merely provides the analytical framework within which synthetic
biology develops. The fundamental difference between systems biology and synthetic
biology is that quite unlike systems biology, synthetic biology is not a discovery
science (Fig. 9-11). It is a new way of constructing biology by adapting natural
biological mechanisms to the requirements of an engineering approach. Similar to the
mundane origins of systems biology described in Section 9.2, the first contribution of
synthetic biology as defined above was made in 1964, when the first functional
synthetic gene was made by a research team led by Khorana [84] as part of their work
on elucidation of the genetic code. This gene, encoding tyrosine transfer RNA, was
built from basic chemicals and was successfully tested in bacteria. Subsequently, this
technology was automated and was used in making primers for polymerase chain
reactions [111] and sequencing [140]. Since the simulation tools and models that are
developed in systems biology could be used in synthetic biology, it is considered the
design counterpart of systems biology. The design process demands sophisticated
technology to target large number of components in addition to the high-throughput
approaches. Therefore, synthetic biology will take some time before it matures to the
status that systems biology is currently enjoying.

9.7.2 Synthetic Biological Circuits and Cascades

The discovery of signaling pathways controlling fundamental physiology [79] led to
the application of nonlinear dynamics to understand gene regulation analogous to
electric circuits and the development of the concept of a regulatory network.However,
in the pregenomic era, the lackof sufficient experimental techniques precluded further
expansion in this field. However, the recent explosion in the development of quan-
titative experimental methodology sparked interest in the elucidation of biological
circuits and, more recently, introduction of synthetic circuits in biological systems.
The simplest circuit is a transcriptional cascade,wheregenes are arranged in series and
each gene product regulates the expression of one or more targets downstream in the
series (Fig. 9-12). Although this concept has been optimized to perfection in natural
systems using over evolution, in synthetic biology the networks are assembled from
components that may not be related to each other. Therefore, the main obstacle in
engineering synthetic circuits is to match the impedance of the individual elements
such that they are kinetically functional in the context of the desired objective. There
are two methods to optimize a synthetic circuit. The first one employs sensitivity
analysis where randomly chosen kinetic rates are assigned to the functionality of the
components and the contribution of each element’s kinetics to the overall system
behavior can be determined from analyzing the data from a large number of runs [32].
These data can be subsequently used to manipulate or fine-tune the system to
achieve the end goal. The second approach is by directed evolution, which does
not require detailed knowledge of the component kinetics. Directed evolution is most
commonly achieved by subjecting a given component (usually a gene) in the circuit to
a randommutation followed by a screening process to select the mutants that meet the
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desired criteria. This technique has been demonstrated in the optimization of a
transcriptional cascade in E. coli [179] and cell-to-cell communication elements in
Vibrio fishcheri [22]. The former strategy of rational design of synthetic circuits by
computational approaches works well when properties dictating the component
activity are well established, as is often the case with ribosome binding sites and
operators. Directed evolution is more useful when the mechanism of the elements is
not well known.

Signaling cascades are useful in elucidating the fundamental mechanisms of
information flow in regulatory networks, and are usually characterized by having a
steady-state output that is amonotonic function of the input. The steady-state behavior
ofmost signaling cascades is similar to the digital logicwith an ultrasensitive step-like
dosage–response function, as illustrated in the case of mitogen-activated protein
kinase in S. cerevisiae [67]. The response properties of transcription cascades also
possess similar response characteristics. The dynamic and steady-state analysis of
synthetic transcriptional cascades comprising one, two, and three repression stages
has shown an ultrasensitive response to stimulus, and the sensitivity of the cascade
increases as more elements are added to the cascade [66]. Synthetic transcriptional
cascades have also been useful in studying noise propagation and in quantifying the
contribution of intrinsic and extrinsic factors to phenotypic variations [126,135].Most
of the synthetic signaling cascades havebeen studied in prokaryotes, but long cascades
are more common in eukaryotes, and therefore are more complicated. In contrary to
the prokaryotic transcriptional cascades, eukaryotes exhibit a nonmonotonous re-
sponse to stimulus, particularly in the presence of feedforward loops in the cascade.

9.7.3 Challenges for Synthetic Design

The construction of a functional synthetic network required assembling diverse
genetic elements and getting them towork together. This process involves combining
disparate components and tuning of biological parameters such as kinetic constants.
Moreover, characterization of the circuit may not be valid under all conditions. To
overcome some of these problems, several strategies have been suggested. First, the

Figure 9-12 A simple depiction of how a gene regulatory network can be represented as an

analogous electric circuit. The table on the right shows the conditions when the circuit will have an

output. The circuit indicates how the output can be generated even in the presence of a repressor

protein, making the gene circuit function like a switch.
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use of tunable elements such as transcription factors and promoters allow external
control over some of these parameters. Second, the host cell in which the synthetic
circuit has been integrated could be subjected to directed evolution in the laboratory
and selected for optimized parameters. Another strategy is to implement a robust
circuit design that is inherently insensitive to any kind of stimulus. These strategies
have their basis in natural selection and are extremely useful in incorporating synthetic
circuits in biological systems.

Another aspect of designing synthetic circuits is that of computational modeling.
Simulation of synthetic models is essential for both the analysis of natural systems
and also for engineering synthetic ones. Some of the problems that complicate the
straightforward application of mathematical modeling to synthetic circuits include
parameter sensitivity, lackofmathematical principles tomodel the complexbiological
circuits, and the inherent difficulty in distinguishing signal from noise in the circuits.
On the positive side, synthetic circuits are simpler and, therefore, are better charac-
terized than their natural counterparts; they will serve as ideal test systems to study
their natural counterparts.

Currently, synthetic biology offers the ability to study cellular regulation and
behavior usingdenovonetworks.However, in the future, synthetic biology is expected
to greatly contribute to the progress of medicine, biotechnology, and other areas of
biology. The true potential of synthetic biology will be realized when the synthetic
regulatory cascadesmentionedaboveare interfacedwith sensory inputs andbiological
responseoutputs.The inputspermit noninvasivemonitoringof external environmental
conditions and internal cell state and the outputs enable the engineered circuitry
to control metabolism, cell cycle, and so on. Although the ability to program cell
behaviors is still in its infancy, it is clear that the power to freely manipulate the set of
instructions governing the behavior of organisms will have a tremendous impact on
our quality of life and our ability to interact with and control the physical world
surrounding us. One important difference between established quantitative engineer-
ing disciplines and synthetic biology is that state-of-the-art biological modeling
tools still do not offer the same level of precision and predictive power. The future
of synthetic biology looks very promising, with two goals clearly becoming obvious:
understanding natural circuits by mimicking the natural systems and discovering
what alternate nonnatural circuit designs are possible given the biological compo-
nents. These hold the promise for immense potential in industrial as well as medical
biotechnology.

9.8 COORDINATED RESEARCH IN YEAST SYSTEMS BIOLOGY

We are currently witnessing a transition in the approach to yeast physiology from
traditional macroscopic procedures to a molecular approach and from a reductionist
approach to an integrated approach (Fig. 9-2). Research in the field of systems biology
and engineering is primarily driven by its end use and the quest for fundamental
understanding. Truly comprehensive approaches to systems biology lie at the conflu-
ence of pure basic research anduse-inspired basic research. Since such comprehensive
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approaches seem to be the future trend in studying physiology, it is necessary to
establish a common platform to enable effective information exchange between
different research groups. The generation of high-throughput global data that will
be used in the integratedmethodologies will prove to be an expensiveventure andwill
undeniably require extensive knowledge about computer modeling, physiology, and
metabolism, as well as excellent technical skills in measuring gene and protein
expression andmetabolic flux analysis.Although the current trend of generating high-
throughput data is increasingly popular, we believe that there is extremely useful
information that could still be extracted from the data that are already generated. Such
a multidisciplinary approach paves the way to establishing strong symbiotic research
collaborations. In this vein, there is also an increased government funding for systems
biology.Notably, theU.S. National Institute ofHealth’s roadmap formedical research
provides $2.1 billion in funding over 5 years with heavy emphasis on systems biology,
computational biology, and interdisciplinary programs. On a smaller scale, the U.S.
National Science Foundation has launched a funding initiative entitled, ‘‘Quantitative
Systems Biology FY 2004.‚” Also in the United Kingdom, BBSRC and EPSRC have
launched a focused research program on systems biology resulting in the establish-
ment of six national research centers tackling different aspects of systems biology.
These and similar initiatives worldwide are catalyzing a renaissance in systems
biology with special emphasis on producing a new generation of researchers trained
in their core discipline and in complementary fields as well. We will focus on the
European efforts in performing coordinated research in yeast systems biology.

9.8.1 European Functional Analysis

The European Functional Analysis (EUROFAN) network precipitated from the
Yeast Genome Sequencing Network, which played a key role in yeast genome
sequencing efforts. The goal of EUROFAN, which was established 2 years after
the yeast genome sequence was published, is to provide a central repository of yeast
mutants and characterize their transcriptome and proteome profiles to elucidate
the biological function of novel genes revealed by the yeast genome sequence.
The systemic functional analysis of the yeast genome is not intended to replace
the regular biological enquiries that are conducted to answer specific questions. There
are established approaches that permit the study of biological significance of every
gene with increasing specificity. The approach implemented by EUROFAN is very
efficient since it is not necessary to perform the global analyses on all the single gene
disruption mutants. The ultimate idea of this project was to distribute the novel genes
among the various laboratories in Europe, where additional information about its
physiologic significance is evaluated. EUROFAN has now awell-curated database of
gene function formost of the novel genes, an effort still in progress, and also serves as a
genetic archive and stock center comprising yeast strains containing specific deletion
mutants containing the individual genes as well as disruption cassettes allowing their
manipulation in any laboratory or industrial yeast. This resource partly runs under the
patronage of the Yeast Industrial Platform (YIP), which ensures rapid and efficient
technology transfer to maintain European leadership in industrial yeast research.
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The EUROFAN Project B0 has characterized more than 700 novel genes with
respect to growth and morphology of deletion strains at several conditions of
media and temperature. Project B1 has carried out quantitative phenotypic analysis
of 564 deletion mutants with respect to 31 inhibitory chemicals and temperature
shift [9].OtherEUROFANprojects have focused onother postgenomic technologies
or have characterized the deletion mutants for phenotypes according to the special-
ties of the participating laboratories. The EUROFAN projects represent a major
source of phenotypic data for the novel nonessential genes targeted by the European
consortium. Details regarding the EUROFAN reports can be searched from the
MIPS site (http://mips.gsf.de/proj/eurofan) and the deletion mutants, plasmids con-
taining individual genes, and disruption cassettes are available at EUROSCARF
(http://www.uni-frankfurt.de/FB/mikro/euroscarf/index-htlm) or Research Genetics
(http://www.resgen.com). The MIPS primary gene query page has a link to the gene-
specific EUROFAN data but the results of the EUROFAN functional analyses have not
yet been linked to any yeast genome database and consequently, there is no single
downloadable compendium of the EUROFAN data. However, the results from the B0
project have been curated into YPD.A resource such as EUROFAN laid the foundation
for thorough high-throughput research using yeast to serve as a model as well as a tool.

9.8.2 Yeast Systems Biology Network

Systems biology is, by definition, multidisciplinary. It requires close collaboration of
various laboratories specializing in experimental as well as theoretical disciplines to
exploit the variety of methods to describe complex interactions in the yeast system.
Thus far, it has not been possible for any single lab to possess the economic capability
that is required to perform a variety of high-throughput experiments at the genome,
transcriptome, proteome, metabolome, and the fluxome levels as well as the com-
putational capability required to integrate data from these experiments to qualify for
a true systems approach. Therefore, it is only through the coordination of activities
in different labs such a systems approach can be realized. Despite the extensive
government and private funding that the yeast systems biologists are enjoying
worldwide, there is no concerted multilaboratory effort to coordinate and pool the
individual competences toward studying yeast. The recognition for a unified effort for
a symbiotic collaboration in yeast systems biology precipitated in launching the
Yeast Systems Biology Network (YSBN) at the XXI International Conference on
Yeast Genetics and Molecular Biology in G€othenburg, Sweden [65]. This alliance is
expected to provide a platform for fostering collaboration between experimental yeast
biologists and theoretical modelers in the ‘‘systems community.‚” The integrating
platform for the alliancewill be an internet-based functionality that generates a global
virtual research community. The wider vision of the YSBN as part of both the yeast
research and the emerging systems biology community is to work toward a compre-
hensiveunderstandingof the functionof theyeast cell,whichwill continue to serveas a
paradigm for all eukaryotic cells. The other objectives of the YSBN are developing
experimental and computational methods to iteratively improve the integration of
experimental data in computationalmodels and using the experimental approaches, in
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turn, to validate the predictions. This will facilitate easy data sharing for establishing
standards for generating and documenting high-throughput data. Another important
goal is to establish competence centers at regional as well as global levels for training
of students and researchers. It is also necessary to spread the awareness of yeast
systems biology among the general public and at the level of school education. These
activities, in turn, are expected to increase the visibility of theYSBN to attract funding
and financial support for yeast systems biology. An update on the progress of this
international collaboration and its future activities and conferences are recently
published [112].

9.9 SOCIETAL IMPACT OF YEAST SYSTEMS BIOLOGY

Systems biology, with its interdisciplinary approach to devising computational
models of complex biological systems, may very well hold the key to unlocking
the truevalue of the genome. There arevast commercial opportunities available for the
pharmaceutical, human health, biotechnology, diagnostics, and agribusiness indus-
tries within systems biology. Market projections made by Research and Markets
(http://www.researchandmarkets.com) for systems biology products and services are
expected to growat an annual compound rate of 66 percent to $785million by 2008. S.
cerevisiae has long served as a model eukaryote by virtue of the plethora of tools with
which it can be manipulated genetically. In this section, we will illustrate some cases
where similarities between yeast genes and human genes have been exploited to
understand the mechanism of disease to improve human health and drug discovery in
the pharmaceutical industry. We will also provide some case studies where novel
metabolic engineering strategies in yeast have aided the bioprocess industry.

9.9.1 Human Health

The identification of several of the orthologues of human disease genes in this
yeast has made it indispensable tool as a prototype system for medical research.
Importantly, genetic dissections of yeast physiology serendipitously led to signifi-
cant advances in our understanding of several human diseases, most notably cancer,
through the exemplary studies on the regulation of the cell cycle performed by
Hartwell et al. [59]. More recently, however, the genetic and biochemical tools
available in yeast have been recruited for the purpose of directly examining the
molecular basis and to aid in the treatment of several human diseases. High-
throughput screening methods using the technology described earlier have been
used to identify novel pharmacological targets produced in yeast or, through the
two-hybrid screen, to obtain protein partners of medically relevant gene products.
Moreover, the heterologous expression of proteins in yeast that lead to human
disease has been used to uncover physiological responses to these proteins; yeast
also encode homologues of several disease-causing proteins. In particular, the ex-
pression of specific proteins in yeast that fail to adopt their proper conformations
or whose conformation lead to a pathological state in humans has helped us to
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understand how ‘‘conformational diseases‚” arise and how eukaryotic cells respond
to malconformed polypeptides [20,90].

9.9.1.1 Mitochondrial Disorders Despite the extensive research conducted
on the structure of mammalian respiratory complexes, our knowledge of mitochon-
drial biogenesis in humans relies on yeast genetics and biochemistry. Human cDNAs
have been isolated based on their homology with newly discovered yeast genes and
have been used to rescue yeast mutants deficient in the corresponding genes. This
approachhas led to isolationofhumangenes involved inmitochondrial protein import,
expression, biogenesis, and assembly of the respiratory complexes. Although the
complete sequence of the human 16 kb mitochondrial DNA circle was published in
1981 [3], the mitochondrial gene sequence in S. cerevisiaewas achieved only in 1998
as a complement to the nuclear genome. In humans as well as in yeast, only a few
polypeptides of the respiratory complexes and ATP synthases are mitochondrially
encoded with the vast majority of the mitochondrial proteins encoded in the nucleus
and imported into the mitochondria by sophisticated machinery. Among the diseases
of mitochondrial origin, cystic fibrosis is the most common lethal, inherited disease
in North America and Europe, the common problems being breathing disorders,
pancreatic dysfunctioning, and male infertility. Although over 900 mutations have
been identified in the gene encoding, the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR), a phenylalanine in the 508 position of the protein, accounts for
more than 70 percent of all the disease-causing mutations as a result of poor folding
(http://www.genet.sickkids.on.ca/cftr/). The mutant form of CFTR localizes in the
endoplasmic reticulum instead of the plasma membrane. When expressed in yeast,
CFTR expressed in the endoplasmic reticulum was degraded; however, the degra-
dation was attenuated when expressed in yeast containing a rapid-acting thermo-
sensitive allele of a cytosolic Hsp70 chaperone [181]. These results indicate that
Hsp70 facilitates CFTRdegradation.Moreover, based on the genome sequence, a new
essential mitochondrial metabolic pathway was discovered in yeast that appears as a
promising model to study human iron–sulfur clusters [85], since this pathway is
conserved in the human mitochondria as well [97].

9.9.1.2 Nutrient Sensing and Metabolic Response All organisms appear
to have the nutrient sensing mechanism that can rapidly detect changes in the
concentration of available nutrients, adjust flux through metabolic pathways, and
networks accordingly. In single-celled organisms, certain nutrients can regulate their
own uptake, synthesis, and utilization. By contrast, higher eukaryotes sense nutrient
availability primarily through endocrine and neuronal signals (e.g., insulin, glucagon,
epinephrine, and so on). However, research performed in the last decade has shown
thatmany types ofmammalian cells candirectly sense changes in the levels of avariety
of nutrients and transduce this sensory information into changes in flux through
metabolic pathways. These signal transduction pathways appear to operate both
independently from and coordinately with the hormonal pathways. Since several of
these pathways are conserved from the unicellular yeasts tomammals, theymust have
originally evolved independent of hormonal control. This conservation has proven
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extremely useful in delineating these pathways. In this section, we will discuss the
sensing and response tomacronutrients, particularly glucose, with particular focus on
the modulation of cellular energy and aging.

Yeast has also been the prototype in evaluating the onset andmodulation of cellular
energy metabolism with respect to glucose homeostasis and, therefore, plays an
important role in elucidating the mechanisms of metabolic syndrome. The metabolic
syndrome is characterized by insulin resistance, hyperinsulinemia, dyslipidaemia,
and a predisposition to type-2 diabetes, hypertension, premature atherosclerosis,
and other diseases such as nonalcoholic fatty liver. Patients with this syndrome are
usually overtly obese or have more subtle manifestations of increased adiposity,
such as an increase in visceral fat. This syndrome has reached an epidemic level in
our modern society due to a number of environmental factors, in particular overnutri-
tion and inactivity. Amajor collaborative effort between basic researchers, clinicians,
dieticians, health care authorities, and the pharmaceutical industry is required to
halt progression of this devastating clustering of diseases. The AMP-activated
protein kinase (AMP kinase) plays a key role in the modulation of cellular energy
metabolism by phosphorylating key metabolic enzymes in response to increased
AMP levels (Fig. 9-13). AMP levels rise during states of low energy charge
(i.e., reduced ATP/AMP ratios) that occur in a variety of normal processes such
as exercise and possibly also in some pathological states such as diabetes. Activated
AMPkinase phosphorylates key enzymes in both biosynthetic andoxidativepathways
and differentially modulates their activities to promote a reestablishment of normal
ATP/AMP ratios. Besides maintaining the energy balance within the cells, AMP
kinase also plays a key role in sensing intracellular ATP levels. The discovery of
naturally occurringmutations inAMPkinase that cause cardiac hypertrophy provides
direct evidence that AMPkinase has a fundamental role inmaintaining normal human

ADPAMPATP
AMP

kinase

Biosynthesis

Catabolism

Adenylate
kinase

Figure 9-13 The AMP-activated protein kinase in yeast serves as a sensor of cellular energetic

state. If the rate of ATP consumption exceeds its production (rate of biosynthesis exceeds

catabolism), the concentration of ADPwill increase, stimulating adenylate kinase to convert ADP

to AMP. The rise in the level of AMPalong with the reduction in ATP levels activates AMP kinase,

which then switches off ATP-consuming processes and stimulates catabolism. The exact

mechanisms involved in the activation of AMP kinase and its subsequent action are not yet

known.
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physiology. Moreover, the recent discovery of an upstream kinase in the AMP kinase
cascade could implicate the role of AMP kinase in cancer development [57].

AMP kinase is a heterotrimeric complex with a catalytic a-subunit and two
regulatory b- and g-subunits, and homologues of all these three subunits have been
identified in all eukaryotes [58]. The identification of these subunits in yeast, catalytic
a-subunit (SNF1 in yeast), the regulatory g-subunit (SNF4), and the scaffolding
b-subunit (three partly redundant proteins in yeast:GAL83, SIP1, and SIP2), provided
S. cerevisiae as an ideal platform to elucidate the regulation and control of AMP
kinase in humans. This conservation suggests an essential role of this complex in the
functioning of the kinase [58]. Detailed studies on S. cerevisiae SNF1 complex
revealed an intimate role of this complex in transcriptional activation of many genes
that are sensitive to glucose repression [19].Growth on sucrose requires the expression
of invertase,whereas growth on nonfermentable carbon sources requires expressionof
mitochondrial genes needed for oxidative metabolism. The expression of all of these
genes is repressed by glucose, and the SNF1 and SNF4 genes are required for their
derepression. One mechanism by which this is mediated is the phosphorylation of the
repressor protein Mig1 by the SNF1 complex (Fig. 9-14). Phosphorylation causes
Mig1 to bind to a nuclear export protein that promotes its removal from the
nucleus [82]. Therefore, the primary role of AMP kinase in yeast appears to be in
the regulation of energy metabolism by repressing ATP-consuming processes and
stimulating ATP generation via control of glucose uptake and its catabolism. Upon
activation, AMP kinase controls manymetabolic processes, ranging from stimulating
fatty acid oxidation and glucose uptake to inhibiting protein, fatty acid, glycogen, and
cholesterol synthesis. Its central role as a metabolic glucose sensor is illustrated by

Figure 9-14 An extremely simplified schematic depicted the induction and repression mechan-

isms that are triggered by the presence of high glucose concentrations. The genes responsible for

glucose metabolism (e.g., hexose transporters and kinases) are induced, whereas those respon-

sible for the metabolism of other sugars are repressed (e.g., galactose and sucrose). Currently,

there are several unknown steps involved in both the pathways andwe believe that at least someof

these uncertainties could be solved by employing systems biology techniques.
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recent studies showing that mice lacking one of the AMP kinase isoforms have
abnormal glucose tolerance and are insulin resistant [167]. Upon the discovery that
AMP kinase is themajor target of the antidiabetes drugsmetformin and rosiglitazone,
there has been tremendous interest in understanding the kinetics and action of this
enzyme [136].

The fact that several of the nutrient-sensing pathways are conserved between
humans and yeasts has proven extremely useful in studying the control and utilization
of these pathways. Another aspect of medical research where S. cerevisiae has been
usedas themodel system is in the elucidation of themechanismofaging.Traditionally,
rodents have been used to study these phenomena, analogous to the human processes.
Over the past 75 years, many studies have shown that caloric restriction extends life
span in awide variety of species, from invertebrates to rodents to mammals. So far, no
long-term studies havebeen completed in primates or conducted in humans because of
the sheer length of anyproposed study (perhaps a century ormore for human studies!).
With the recent explosion in yeast biology, coupled with the identification of the cell
cycle regulators that sharehighhomologywith thehumangenes, yeasts are takingover
as the ideal system to studyaging.Moreover, the short life spanofyeastmakes them the
convenient and preferred hosts over rodents.

Aging in budding yeast is measured by the number of mother cell divisions before
senescence. Genetic studies have linked aging in S. cerevisiae to the Sir (silent infor-
mation regulator) genes, which mediate genomic silencing at telomeres, mating-type
loci, and the repeated ribosomal DNA (rDNA) [54]. Sir2 determines life span in a
dose-dependent manner by creating silenced rDNA chromatin, thereby repressing
recombination and the generation of toxic rDNA circles. This protein also functions
in a meiotic checkpoint that monitors the fidelity of chromosome segregation [98].
Glucose enters yeast cells via highly regulated glucose-sensing transporters (HXT)
and is then phosphorylated by hexokinases (Hxk1, Hxk2, and Glk1) to generate
glucose-6-phosphate. Limiting the glucose availability by mutating HXK2 also
significantly extended the life span [98]. This is brought about by the yeast
NADþ-dependent histone deacetylase Sir2 and it is shown to be required for life
span extension by glucose restriction and low-intensity stress [2,99]. The function
of Sir2 enzymes in longevity and cell survival appears to be conserved in higher
organisms as well. Currently, it is not clear how calorie restriction stimulates Sir2
activity, whether by feedback regulation of nicotinamide, an inhibitory product of
Sir2 itself, or by increasing either NADþ or the NADþ:NADH ratio. Although it is
possible to affect Sir2 activity by genetically manipulating NADþ metabolic path-
ways, it is not known whether NADþ is a bona fide regulator of Sir2 in normal cells.
Sir2 represses transcriptionby removingacetyl groups from lysines of histone tails and
certain transcription factors (e.g., FOXO and p53) [62]. These findings have led to the
intriguing possibility that Sir2 acts as a metabolic sensor, via its NADþ dependence,
that links caloric intake to a transcriptional program that modulates life span. The fact
that Sir2 requires the central metabolic cofactor NADþ to catalyze protein deacetyla-
tion is surprising, since from the chemical perspective, deacetylation does not require
the destruction of a high-energy cofactor. There is also no indication that the break-
down of NADþ during the deacetylation reaction is coupled to any form of protein
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conformational change or other work. Instead, the NADþ requirement may serve to
link the activity of Sir2 to the metabolic status of the cell. Mutation of the
NADþ-salvage pathway in yeast lowers the NADþ concentration and prevents
the life span extension conferred by caloric restriction [99]. This is similar to what
was seen for Sir2mutants and led to the suggestion that Sir2 activity might depend on
the intracellular concentration of some component of theNADþ pathway (Fig. 9-15).
Support for the idea that Sir2 acts as a sensor of the NADþ /NADH ratio (or the
concentration of some other component that would be influenced by this ratio) comes
from a study on mammalian skeletal muscle cell differentiation [42]. These studies
provide strong evidence that Sir2 might be functioning as a metabolic or a redox
sensor. However, the difficulty in measuring the in vivo NADþ /NADH ratio and the
threshold value it triggers in the activation of Sir2 is inhibiting further insight into its
sensory and regulatory role.

9.9.1.3 Mechanism of Cancer Most human cancers are the consequence of
some formofgenome instability, and thereforemaintaining the stability of thegenome
is critical to cell survival and normal cell growth. In general, these aberrations occur
either due to increased rate of chromosome instability or due to increased rates of point
mutations and frameshift mutations [89]. Mismatch repair is the process by which
incorrectly pairednucleotides inDNAare recognizedand repaired.Ourunderstanding
of mismatch repair in eukaryotes relevant to cancer research mostly comes from
studies completed in S. cerevisiae and, to a lesser extent, in higher eukaryotes. This
section will deal with some of the recent insights into these issues that have emerged
from recent genetic studies in S. cerevisiae.

S. cerevisiae contains at least two genes (MSH2 and MSH1), which function in
mismatch repair in the nucleus and mitochondria, respectively. It was identified that
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Figure 9-15 In another example of nutrient sensing and metabolic response in yeast, the Sir2

protein plays a key role in the aging and longevity via calorie restriction. This protein requires NAD

for its activity is believed to serve as a cellular redox sensor. When the NAD levels are high (low

sugar uptake or calorie restricted conditions), Sir2 is activated that extends life span. This protein is

also believed to have partial control on glucose uptake, depending on the intracellular NAD levels.
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mutations in MSH2 caused high spontaneous mutation rate, a defect in the repair of
base pair mismatches with 1–4 nucleotide insertion/deletions, along with a modula-
tion of genetic recombination. This is consistent with the view thatMSH2 functions in
the major mismatch repair pathway in S. cerevisiae [36]. The human MSH2 protein
(hMSH2) was identified as a minor component of a protein fraction that was purified
by virtue of its mismatch binding activity, providing evidence that hMSH2 protein
also recognizes mispaired bases [123]. A considerable amount of evidence has accu-
mulated indicating that mutations in this gene are the primary cause of hereditary
nonpolyposis colon cancer (commonly known as colorectal cancer) in humans [37].
Colorectal cancer is the disorder where rapid cell proliferation occurs in the lining of
the large intestine, and these aberrant cells invade other tissues. This disorder most
often begins as a benign polyp, which subsequently develops into malignant cancer.
Cancer in the colon is the second largest cause of cancer-related deaths in the United
States, and if discovered in the early states, it is treatable. Evenwhen the abnormal cell
proliferation spreads into nearby lymph nodes, surgical treatment followed by chemo-
therapy has been demonstrated to be highly successful (information from Colorectal
Cancer Alliance Website, http://www.ccalliance.org/). Mapping studies have shown
that hMSH2 mapped to the chromosome 2 colon cancer locus, and analysis of
chromosome 2-linked colon cancer families revealed germline msh2 mutations that
cosegregatewith coloncancer in these families [88].Bycombining theapproachesused
to define the yeast and humanMSHgeneswithmethods for identifying theyeastMLH1
gene in a database of cDNA sequences, the humanMLH1 (hMLH1) gene has isolated
and demonstrated to map to the chromosome 3p colon cancer locus, and mutational
analysis indicate cosegregation of hMLH1 mutants with the colon cancer locus,
providing evidence that inheriting hMLH1 mutations also causes colon cancer [145].

In the case of cancers caused by mutations in mismatch repair genes, genome
instability arises due to elevated mutation rate, although the cause behind this is not
clearly understood. However, very little is known about the molecular mechanisms
underlying the genome rearrangements, their suppression mechanisms, and the pos-
sible defects in the suppression mechanisms that could potentially lead to many
cancers. The utility of S. cerevisiae to study genome rearrangements beganmore than
20 years ago, when an extra copy of a DNA sequence was inserted at a site on an
unrelated chromosome, followed by selection for recombination [148]. This resulted
in chromosomal translocations due to mitotic recombination, similar to those seen in
leukemia. The checkpoints shown in the S-phase of the cell cycle were originally
identified to promote cell cycle delay or arrest in response to DNA damage, providing
the cell an opportunity to repair the damage (Fig. 9-16) [38]. The sensitivity of the
checkpoint-defective mutants to killing by DNA-damaging agents suggested that
these checkpoints might function in suppressing genome instability. A survey of the
S. cerevisiae genome for these checkpoints revealed that mutations that disrupt the
replication checkpoint (RFC5-1, DPB11-1,MEC1, DDC2, and DUN1) significantly
increase the rate of genome rearrangements [113]. In contrast, mutations in the genes
required for the classical G1 andG2DNAdamage checkpoints and themitotic spindle
checkpoints had little effect, suggesting that the DNA replication checkpoint in the
S-phase plays a critical role in suppression of spontaneous genome instability.
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Therefore, replication errors appear to be the cause for genome rearrangements. The
function of the replication checkpoint in suppressing genome instability likely
includes regulating cell cycle progression in response to replication errors,modulating
DNA repair functions, ensuring the establishment of sister chromatid cohesion, and
maintaining stalled replication forks in a state that allows them to restart DNA
synthesis. All of the genome rearrangements seen when this checkpoint was inacti-
vated involved deletion of a chromosome end coupled with de novo addition of a new
telomere [89]. Although data-driven systems biology in its purest form has generated
progress mainly in the area of basic research, the more general concept of combining
global data ofmultiple types is alreadymaking significant contributions, especially in
the areas of drug discovery and development.

9.9.2 Drug Discovery

The extraordinary advances in biological research over the last decade have failed to
translate into successful applications in drug discovery. Indeed, a recent analysis
reported a decline in the productivity of pharmaceutical R&D, despite a 13 percent
annual growth in investment in biomedical research from industry and govern-
ment [12]. Moreover, the pharmaceutical industry will lose nearly $80 billion in
revenue by 2008 due to patent expiration, and the current drug pipeline will replace
only a small fraction of this value [4]. The bottleneck in the drug development
technology lies in our inability to visualize the complexity of biological systems.
Threemajor issues are associatedwith identifying effective newdrugs: first, discovery
of a relevant drug target; second, identification of a drug thatwill appropriately perturb
the target; and third, assessment of the possible side effects and pharmaceutical
properties of the drug before its deployment in clinical trials. Systems biology offers
powerful new approaches for dealing with these problems.

In the long run, systems biology approach to drug discovery holds the promise
to have a profound impact on medical practice, allowing a detailed evaluation of

Figure 9-16 Different stages of the cell cycle and the checkpoints for DNA damage, replication,

and mitosis. The proteins that are believed to detect the faults at each checkpoint are indicated

below the cell cycle stage. The effect of activating the checkpoint is shown below the proteins in a

box. This figure is redrawn from Ref. [89].
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underlying predisposition to disease, diagnosis of disease, and the progression of
disease.However in thenear future, as a consequenceofvigorousbiomedical research,
systems biology will provide powerful means for validating new drug targets,
improving the success with which pharmaceuticals are identified. Farther into the
future, the same approaches will drive the development of early diagnostics, enabling
disease stratification, individualized therapy, and ultimately preventive drugs, based
on both genetic and environmental considerations. Although systems biology as
currently envisioned does not have a direct impact on the chemistry of identifying
drugs or pharmacological challenges of drug metabolism, it may provide rapid and
useful assays for these in the future.

Yeast can contribute to the drug discovery pipeline at an early state in identifying
potential drug targets and evaluating the physiological outcome of modulating the
activities of these targets. Although there are obvious limitations to using a micro-
organism to identify potential human drug targets, several yeast proteins share a
significant part of their primary amino acid sequence with at least one known or
predicted human protein (around 2700 at BLASTwith e-value less than 10�10 and
around 1100 at BLAST e-value <10�50). Among these are several hundred with
sequence similarity to proteins implicated in human disease [7,13]. A large number
of familiar drugs used against human targets specifically inhibit the orthologous
proteins in yeast, providing a strong case for the use of yeast physiology to identify
and study potential human drug targets. Among the conserved proteins that are
uncharacterized, functional studies in yeast will shed light upon possible utility of
the human counterparts as drug targets. Most of the proteins conserved between
yeast and humans are involved in basic cellular processes such as small-molecule
metabolism, protein synthesis, cell division, DNA synthesis and repair, secretion,
and so on. Hence, target identification in yeast has proven especially relevant for
cancer, which at the simplest level is a disorder of proliferation control caused by
accumulatedmutations.Many of the commonmutations in human cancers including
genetic and physical interactions between the mutated genes/proteins can be
modeled in yeast, greatly simplifying and accelerating directed study. The concept
of ‘‘synthetic lethality‚” a phenomenon where a combination of two innocuous
genetic mutations renders the cell inviable, has shown great promise in identifying
targets for anticancer therapy. Screening for mutation pairs that display synthetic
lethality could lead to identifying drug targets that could selectively inhibit pro-
liferation only in cells carrying a cancer-causing mutation. Such ‘‘gene-therapy‚”
applications are presumably less detrimental than chemical or radiation therapy.
Due to the obvious combinatorial problem associatedwith the experimental analysis
of all the ordered pairwise mutations (even with 6000 genes), an automated system
for creating and analyzing all pairwise combinations between a single mutant and
all of the around 5000 viable single-gene deletion mutants has recently been
described [151,152].

Theincreasingcasesoffungalinfections,particularlyamongimmunity-compromised
persons (those with AIDS and transplant patients), the need for safer and more
effective antifungals is widely recognized. Although Candida albicans and
Aspergilli have been used for the development of antifungals, S. cerevisiae presents
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a ready-made model system, particularly for azole-based antifungals. The discovery
of pathogenic strains of S. cerevisiae that display invasive filamentous growth [49] or
biofilm formation [132] provides excellent opportunity to examine the association
between gene function and hyphal growth and infective capacity and biofilm
formation, potentially leading to the identification of new antifungals. Screening
for antifungals begins with a specific target with a knownmechanism of action, since
they could be used as templates for combinatorial modifications. An ideal antifungal
should be required for the growth of yeast and should have minimal or no activity in
humans (and therefore, not be conserved in humans). Among the 1100 essential
genes in yeast, 350 do not have orthologues in humans and a subset of these genes
would make an ideal target to screen for antifungals. However, some of the most
successful antifungal compounds have properties far from the ideal criteria. For
example, morpholines inhibit the Erg2 protein in the ergosterol pathway. Deletion of
the ERG2 gene is not lethal, and it shares sequence similarity with human sigma
receptor protein [5]. The standard method used to screen for antifungals in particular
and drug targets in general is the Y2H, which has been described earlier.

9.9.3 Food and Chemical Technology

White biotechnology (or industrial biotechnology) is an emerging field that specifi-
cally caters to the needs of the chemical and environmental industry [41]. It relies
largely on using living cells like yeast as cell factories for sustainable production of
biochemicals, biomaterials, and biofuels from renewable resources. A recent study
conducted by McKinsey and Co predicts immense growth potential for white bio-
technology in the future (http://www.mckinsey.com/clientservice/chemicals/pdf/
BioVision_Booklet_final.pdf), with some of the large chemical companies such as
BASF and DSM already replacing their chemical processes with cleaner, more
efficient bioprocesses. An important component in developing yeast as a cell factory
for an economically viable, efficient bioprocess is to optimize its metabolic network
and systems biology has propelled the field of white biotechnology to new heights. In
addition to the traditional use of yeast for baking purposes and ethanol production, it is
also the system of choice for producing a variety of recombinant proteins such as
insulin and various vaccines. There are a number of advantages of using yeast as a cell
factory such as

. the availability of complete genome sequence

. its generally regarded as safe (GRAS) status

. well-defined cellular architecture

. established genetic manipulation techniques

. ease of scale-up of yeast bioprocesses

. availability of metabolic models

Besides its conventional applications in the brewing industry and as bakers yeast,
S. cerevisiae is now used for a number of other industrial applications (Table 9.1).
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9.10 PERSPECTIVE

Systems biology offers an opportunity to study how the phenotype is generated from
the genotype and with it a glimpse of how evolution has crafted the phenotype. One
aspect of systems biology is the development of techniques to examine broadly the
levelof protein,RNA, andDNAonagene-by-genebasis andeven theposttranslational
modification and localization of proteins. In a very short time we have witnessed the
development of high-throughput biology, forcing us to consider cellular processes
in vivo. Even though much of the data is noisy and today partially inconsistent and
incomplete, this hasbeen a radical shift in thewayweaddress problemsone interaction
at a time.When coupled with gene deletions by RNAi and classical methods and with
the use of chemical tools tailored to proteins and protein domains, these high-
throughput techniques become still more powerful. It is evident that a wide range
of experimental approaches are being developed for use in S. cerevisiae that will allow
functional genomics to build up an integrative view of the workings of a simple
eukaryotic cell. This should enable a deeper understanding of more complex eukar-
yotes, both by the identification of orthologous genes in the different species and

Table 9-1 Industrial applications of bakers yeast

Nonproprietary
Name Trade Name Company Reference

Pharmaceuticals Hepatitis surface
antigen

Ambirix GlaxoSmithKline [46,168]

Comvax Merck [46,168]
HBVAXPRO Aventis Pharma [46,168]
Infanrix-Penta GlaxoSmithKline [46,168]
Pediarix GlaxoSmithKline [46,168]
Procomvax Aventis-Pasteur [46,168]
Twinrix GlaxoSmithKline [46,168]

Insulin Actrapid NovoNordisk [46,168]
Novolog NovoNordisk [46,168]
Levemir NovoNordisk [46,168]

Hirudin/Desirudin Refuldan Aventis [46,168]
Urate oxidase Elitex Sanofi-Synthelabo [46,168]

Fine chemicals Epicedrol — — [78]
Lycopene — — [175]
b-carotene — BASF, Roche [175]
Artemesinin — Amyris

Biotechnologies
[133]

Flavanones — — [176]
Ascorbic acid — — [56]

Bulk chemicals Glycerol — — [120]
Lactic acid — — [127]
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also by the expression of foreign coding sequences in yeast for complementation or
two-hybrid analyses. However, many of these techniques are sufficiently general that
once they have been tried and tested in the experimentally tractable yeast system,
they should be directly applicable to the study of the functional genomics of higher
organisms.
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